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1 Introduction
So just how much horsepower is there in one of those little $1.70 PIC16F688s? I set out to
answer that question by making my own customized variation of the DIYC Renard controller. In
the process, I hoped to learn more about how the Renard system works, and to possibly also find
some ways to tune it to work more efficiently in my particular environment.
I was happy with the results, so I am planning to expand my usage of this in the coming years.
In particular, it looks like I can reduce cabling and gain significant headroom on the number of
channels available, which will allow me to start adding more demanding props such as pixel
arrays or grids into my existing display infrastructure. With that goal in mind, I have called this
thing a “Renard-HC” (for high channel count, or maybe even “happily chipiplexing” ).
For examples of the Renard-HC in action, see the 2009 eShepherds of Light videos on Vimeo.com
and YouTube.com. Nearly half the display (96 channels: the ArchFans, columns, and half of the
tree) used a Renard-HC. Here are a couple of example videos:
http://www.vimeo.com/8845012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zMieO_IiGU
In the spirit of DIYC, I've written up some of what I've learned and done in this article, in case it is
of interest to other DIYC community members. However, I need to point out that:
1. This project is not meant to replace or compete with any existing DIYC controllers, and I
am not planning to package it as a generally available controller for the DIYC community.
This was a personal project that I used for my display mainly to learn and experiment with
Renard tuning. It is experimental in nature and it worked well with my particular display
and style of sequencing. I am certainly willing to provide additional details of what I did,
or maybe even some limited assistance to anyone wishing to try this out, but you may or
may not see good results if you try any of this on your own display. YMMV, as they say.
2. I managed to collect and recombine some useful info from other sources, but I am not an
electronics expert, so any information found in this article probably has inaccuracies and
can be further improved. (I'd be interested to hear any comments or suggestions for
improvement!) Many thanks to Phil Short, Ernie Horning, Photovor, RavingLunatic and
various other DIYC forum members for sharing their technical expertise in the DIYC
forums, which was helpful background for this project.
Not to be-labor the point, but the information in this article is provided as-is, without warranty of
any kind. Reasonable care was used when preparing this documentation, but there are probably
still errors in it. As always, reader beware; use your best judgment; use this information at your
own risk; I am not responsible for damage caused by the use of this information; etc; etc.
Nevertheless, if you notice errors or have questions about what I did or suggestions for
improvement, please feel free to let me know and I'll try to address those if I can.
2 Theory of Operation
Since learning/experimenting was one of the main goals of this project, I will try to explain here
(in simplified form) some of the key underlying principles for how Renard-HC works. I am not
qualified to give an in-depth discussion of these topics, so there are technical inaccuracies here,
but hopefully a brief summary will help to explain how it all works. In order to keep this article
down to a manageable size (barely), I'm also not going to define common terms and acronyms.
For more detailed or accurate explanations or definition of terminology, please check the
internet or a local library. Google.com and wikipedia.org are 2 very helpful sources of info.
2.1 AC Phase Angle Dimming
When used with AC, the Renard system relies on the shape and timing of household AC power to
control dimming. In a “clean” environment, this power is in the shape of a nice sine wave, but
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when there is a lot of power switching or other noise present, this shape can become grossly
distorted, which can lead to SSR misfiring and flickering problems.

from http://www.radarproblems.com

from http://bono-www.ss.titech.ac.jp

Figures 1a+b. Clean vs. Distorted AC waveform
The differential voltage measured between hot and neutral sides of regular household power in
North America is nominally 110 – 120V RMS, with a peak-to-peak of about 170 V, and a
frequency of 60 Hz. In Europe, Australia/New Zealand, and elsewhere, it is around 240V (with a
340V peak) at 50 Hz, but is typically stepped down to 24 VAC for use with outdoor lighting.
The Triacs used in AC SSRs are solid state on/off switches that control power going to the lights.
Some Triacs can be turned on at any point in the AC cycle (so they are called “random turn on”),
and will remain turned on as long as there is at least enough “holding current” flowing through
them. On a clean power line, the voltage will drop back to 0 at the end of the AC half-cycle
(multiples of 180 degrees in the diagram), which will turn the Triac off, so it must be turned on
again during the next AC half cycle in order to keep the lights on. Incandescent lights easily
exceed the minimum holding current, but LED strings typically do not, so either an additional
load must be applied to help the Triac to stay latched, or the Triac control signal must remain
active for the duration of the AC half-cycle (which is what the Renard PWM firmware does).
Triac turns off at
end of half-cycle

Triac can be turned on
at varying “angles” to
determine brightness

Triac must be
turned on again
each half-cycle

Figure 2. Triac turn-on and turn-off during Phase Angle Dimming
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Lights will be dimmer or brighter depending on when the Triac is turned on. By turning a Triac
on early in the AC half-cycle, the lights will be brighter because they receive power for a longer
portion of time. If the Triac is turned on later in the AC half-cycle, the lights will be dimmer. For
dimming near the very start or end of the half-cycle, the voltage is not high enough to reliably
turn on the Triac, so flicker will occur. The varying voltage during the AC half-cycle makes the
dimming non-uniform, so that changes near the ends of the half-cycle are more noticeable than
near the middle. The dimming curve feature in Vixen 2.5.x can be used to compensate for this.
2.2 Normal Renard
With AC dimming, Renard-style controllers precisely control the point at which the SSR Triacs are
turned on within the AC half-cycle, so the brightness of the lights will match the dimming level
set within Vixen. To do this, Renard needs a ZC “reference signal” to tell it when to start
counting. Vixen itself defines 256 levels of dimming, so Renard controllers divide the AC halfcycle up into 256 equal timeslots, which are about 32.6 usec each in the U.S. (60 Hz) or 39 usec
elsewhere (50 Hz). The Renard firmware will send out a control signal to the SSR during the
timeslot corresponding to that channel's brightness level as set in Vixen, with the brightest levels
occurring earlier in the AC half-cycle, and the dimmest levels occurring later in the half-cycle.
The Renard PWM firmware will leave the SSR control signal turned on for the remainder of the AC
half cycle to force the Triac to stay on, whereas the non-PWM firmware only sends the signal for
1 timeslot, since the Triac is able to latch and stay on by itself for the rest of the AC half-cycle.
Non-PWM signal is on
for only 1 timeslot

PWM signal is on for the
remainder of the half-cycle

AC half-cycle is divided
into 256 equal timeslots

Figure 3. Timeslots and PWM vs. non-PWM mode dimming
Since each SSR control signal uses a nominal 5 mA, the average current used by the non-PWM
firmware is 5 mA x 1/256 duty cycle ≃ 0.02 mA per channel (the signal is on for 1 of the 256
timeslots), compared to an average of 5 mA x 1/2 duty cycle = 2.5 mA for PWM firmware (the
signal is on for half the time, on average). The power used by the controller can be estimated by
multiplying the number of channels by the average current drawn per channel, and then adding
some overhead for indicator LEDs and the microcontroller itself. For example, a regular Renard
controller with one PIC16F688 microcontroller uses 8 I/O pins to drive 8 SSRs, so this would use
about 0.16 mA with non-PWM firmware, or 20 mA when running the PWM firmware (128x more).
Due to the very low average power used by non-PWM firmware, I have been running my regular
Renard controller (112 channels) off the +5V coming out of the USB port, and I also did this with
the Renard-HC. With non-PWM firmware, this is not really an option once you get above 4 PICs
(32 channels) because some USB ports only provide 100 mA.
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2.3 Multiplexing, Charliplexing, and Chipiplexing
LED grids are typically connected in a row/column matrix so the control signals can be
multiplexed; columns are turned on while one row at a time is enabled in order to reduce wiring.
Charlieplexing is an alternate way to connect LEDs or other devices to pairs of microcontroller I/O
pins (one low and one high), in order to minimize the number of I/O pins and external parts
needed. This technique is documented in Microchip and other literature, so I won't repeat all the
details here. Below is an example:

Figures 4a+b. 8x7 Charlieplexing (left) vs. 8x7 Multiplexing (right)
Using 8 I/O pins, charlieplexing allows 8 x 7 = 56 LEDs to be controlled, as shown above. By
comparison, driving an 8 x 7 matrix of LEDs using regular row/column multiplexing would require
8 + 7 = 15 I/O pins, or 8 I/O pins could be used if an additional octal latch held the row address
while the column signals were being sent (which is basically how a LED-Triks works).
The main limitation of charlieplexing is that only 1 or a few LEDs can be turned on at a time (due
to the limited drive capability of the I/O pins). The LEDs can only be on a short time if many LEDs
are to be turned on within a given time period. This low duty cycle severely limits the brightness
of the LEDs, making this approach less usable as the number of I/O pins increases.
Chipiplexing reduces the limitations of charlieplexing, raising the duty cycle of individual LEDs to
an acceptable level. It is a combination of charlieplexing and regular row/column multiplexing,
so that an entire row of LEDs can be turned on simultaneously, but it only requires some
additional transistors. An EDN article describes this technique:
http://www.edn.com/article/CA6615603.html
For charlieplexing, chipiplexing, or any other type of multiplexing, it is not possible to have
steadily lit LEDs unless an I/O pin is dedicated to each LED. A hybrid system could be used, but
this would consume an entire row and column for each dedicated I/O pin. Otherwise, latching
devices (such as the Triacs in AC SSRs) must be used in order to maintain steadily lit LEDs.
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2. High Channel Count Renard Controller
Chipiplexing increases the number of devices that can be controlled with a given number of I/O
pins, and those I/O pins are mostly idle anyway for a Renard controller running non-PWM
firmware (as shown in Figure 3 earlier), so why not combine these 2 concepts? The details of
how I did that are described below.
2.1 Schematic
I started with the basic Renard schematic, and then modified it according to the sample
chipiplexing schematic in the EDN article. However, I found that the PNP transistors shown in the
EDN schematic seemed to be “upside down”. The transistors were not turning on when
connected as shown there, which resulted in a flickering or “shimmering” effect because the PIC
could not sink enough current to drive all the optos. So I reversed the collectors and emitters,
and this mostly cleared up the problem.
I used a little test circuit to check the voltages and currents to verify that the chipiplexing circuit
was working correctly:

I/O Pins

Point A B

C

1 = high, 4.5V,
1.9V 0 mA
2 = low
7.6 mA
1 = low,
2 = high

D

E

F

.06V,
0.73V,
2.6 mA 7.6mA

5 mA

.06V,
.77V 4.6 mA 4.5V,
1.9V,
0 mA
2.9 mA
7.5 mA 7.7 mA

Figure 5. Chipiplexing test circuit and measurements
Regular AC SSRs use 680  resistors for U.S. voltages and the optos are expected to turn on
within 32 usec. I intended to drive the optos a little harder so they would turn on faster
(hopefully around 2x as fast), and I was using a slightly smaller voltage drop (the difference
between 2 I/O pins rather than 1 pin and +5V), so I used 330  resistors. The optos seem to be
able to turn on quite a bit faster than 32 usec (even with 680  resistors), so maybe I should
have chosen a different value, or even just stuck with the original value of 680. The standard AC
SSR circuit drives the optos at a little under 5 mA, but the PIC I/O pins can handle up to 25 mA
each, so the optos could actually be driven harder. For visible LED applications, it would be
desirable to run more like 20 mA through the LEDs, but 13 mA is the effective limit if they are all
on at the same time(7 x 13 = 91 mA, and the PIC16F688 has a limit of 90 mA total for all I/O pins
combined). There is room for more tuning here.
I stayed with the traditional Renard I/O pin assignments so I would have the option of retrofitting
my existing Renard controller later. The regular Renard I/O pin assignments are:
• RA5 = external clock
• RA3 = ZC
• RC5 = serial in
• RC4 = serial out
• RA4, RA2, RA1, RA0, RC3, RC2, RC1, RC0 = SSR control pins
(I did not pay attention to whether the SSR control pins were interchanged, since I always need
to use Vixen's Reorder Channel feature anyway).
The actual circuit I used for the Renard-HC is shown below.
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Figure 6. Modular Renard-HC circuit
This circuit is modular in nature, consisting of multiple “stages”. Each stage consists of a PIC
with associated transistors, resistors and an RJ45 jack, and provides 56 channels. It would
probably be nice to add ICSP headers to make reflashing the PICs easier. Any number of stages
can be used within one controller. For example, a 4-PIC controller would provide 4 x 56 = 224
channels.
Multiple controllers can also be daisy-chained together by passing the power, external clock, ZC,
and serial in/out on to the next one (as long as the total distance is not too long), so I used
somewhat of a “bus” structure for those signals (shown in the upper left in the circuit diagram
above). I intended to generate these externally, so I left them off of the circuit diagram, but of
course they could be included if a complete, self-contained controller were desired.
As with a regular Renard, the serial output of each stage becomes the serial input to the next
stage. However, I included an additional serial output line and a jumper between it and the
outbound input line so that the very last output can be fed back into the COM port. Completing
this round trip allows very useful performance monitoring or diagnostics to be performed
(described later).
I read somewhere that microcontroller I/O pins are more efficient when they are low rather than
high, so it may make more sense to use the chipiplexing transistors to drive the anodes of the
LEDs instead of the cathodes. Alternatively, it may be better to use NPN transistors rather than
PNP and leave them on the cathodes; the EDN article said that either could be used. The EDN
article also said that any cheap, bipolar transistors could be used, so I used a mix of 2N3906 and
2N4403. I found a technical note somewhere that said that 2N3906 do not turn off as fast as
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2N4403, so these may not be the ideal choice. There are probably also other ways in which the
circuit diagram could be further improved, but that is beyond my level of electronics knowledge.
With a normal Renard controller, the SSR optos are connected in a common anode configuration.
Interestingly, with chipiplexing the LEDs can be common anode or common cathode, or even a
mixture, as long as there is no overlap of channels (and the correct polarity of transistors is
used). The only difference would be how the channels are spread out across the hardware (by
rows or by columns). This provides some flexibility in terms of the actual display layout.
I did not find any references to patents regarding chipiplexing. If there turns out to be any
patent issues, then a fall-back approach would be to use the traditional row/column multiplexing
by sending out the row address first, hold it in an octal latch, then send out the columns. The
Renard-HC firmware could be fairly easily adapted to work this way if needed.
2.2 Construction
I used the break-off section of a PICKit 1 and a PIC16F688 for the first prototype. This was a little
messy since there were no predefined traces in the breadboarding area, but it did result in a nice
compact little 56 channel Renard-HC to start testing with. (About half of the circuit board was
used by the MAX232 and associated components, which could be moved off-board or replaced
with something more compact). I think the single-PIC form factor is very useful for smaller or
portable displays that only need 56 channels or less. I may continue to use this for Hallowe'en or
other non-Christmas purposes.

Photos 7a-c. Renard-HC Prototypes 1, 2 and 3 (left to right)
From there I moved on to a couple of larger scale prototypes built on stripboard. These used 4
PIC16F688s each, to give 4 x 56 = 224 channels. The second prototype occupied a “full-size”
3½“ x 4¼“ Futurlec stripboard, but there was a lot of empty space left (middle photo, above), so
I used a smaller 2“ x 3¾“ stripboard for the third prototype, that was just slightly larger than the
PICKit 1 prototype. It completely filled the stripboard, and gave a nice compact form factor for a
224 channel controller; it was about 1/6 the size of my existing Renard 112 (shown below), and
could handle twice as many channels.
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Photo 8. My older non-chipiplexed Renard 112 mother/daughter boards
I will probably use the 224 channel Renard-HC as my main display controller for next season, and
then I can retrofit all or part of my older Renard 112 for chipiplexing as I expand the display
further. The Renard 112 is arranged in a mother/daugther-board configuration with an
extendable bus (along the top in the photo above), so I can add one of the Renard-HC stripboard
prototypes onto it. If I do that and also retrofit the entire Renard 112 for chipiplexing, this would
give me a total of 18 x 56 = 1008 channels, a “Renard-1K”. ☺
The stripboard technique is fairly easy, although a little tedious. I like it because there are no
etching chemicals, and because I can make last-minute design changes or re-route traces to
correct mistakes fairly easily. The technique is documented elsewhere, so I won't go into much
detail here. Basically, you just drill out unneeded sections of copper trace and add components
and jumpers as needed.
I usually use a marker and double check the layout before any drilling. Then I drill any extra
holes first (using a “drill guide” for RJ45 jacks), then remove the copper as needed to split up the
traces (hand-twist or use an electric drill on low speed). Then I rub it with an eraser to clean off
the copper prior to soldering. Sometimes there are also burrs or edges that need to be trimmed,
or some of the holes need to be enlarged if they will have more than one wire going into them.

Photos 9a-d. Stripboard preparation: mark, drill holes, remove copper, clean copper
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Once the stripboard is prepared, components and jumpers can be added to it. I expected to
need to reflash the PICs a lot since this was a prototype, so I used sockets. I added those first,
then the other components. Here are a few shots during construction:

Photos 10a-d. Adding components to the stripboard
I found adding the transistors and resistors to be the most tedious part because they did not fit
neatly with the predefined stripboard traces. RJ45 sockets are also a little awkward.
A real PCB would have been preferable, but since I did not have one, I just used the stripboard.
Attached are diagrams of the layout that I used, showing trace breaks and component placement
for the prototype circuit that I built (top view).

Figures 11a+b. Renard-HC 224 Stripboard layout: bare traces and jumpers/components
2.3 Parts List
The circuit and parts list are from a regular Renard, with a few slight substitutions or additions.
The only parts that are not part of a standard Renard are the 32 transistors and resistors
(although the resistors would have been part of the SSRs).
As I built it, the parts list for the third Renard-HC prototype (224 channels) was as follows:
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Description

Source/Part#

Qty/Price

2“ x 3¾“ stripboard

Futurlec STPBRD2

1 x 0.95

PIC16F688

Mouser 579-PIC16F688-I/P

4 x 1.67

14-pin sockets

Mouser 571-1-390261-3

4 x 0.11

0.1uF capacitors

Mouser 581-SA105E104MAR

4 x 0.06

RJ45 sockets

Mouser 571-5555164-1

4 x 0.85

330  resistors

Mouser 271-330-RC

32 x 0.02

2N3906/4403 transistors

various

32 x 0.09

Power indicator LED

various

1 x 0.10

2.2K resistor

various

1 x 0.02

6-pin header

Mouser 855-M20-9730645

1 x 0.20

total

$16 approx

That gave me a basic cost of about $0.07/channel. There are many options for enclosure, power
supply, external clock and ZC, and these can be shared across multiple controllers, but assuming
an additional cost about $10, that would be a total of about $26 for 224 channels, which is
equivalent to about $0.12/channel.
2.4 Firmware
Writing the firmware turned out to be the biggest part of this project, since I was unfamiliar with
all the nuances of Microchip PICs and MPASM when I started. I specifically chose to use the
PIC16F688 in the prototypes because that was the PIC already present in my other Renard
controller, and I wanted to have the option of retrofitting those. However, I tried to write the
firmware so it could be easily adapted to other PIC16Fxxx family members. Anyone wishing to
do so is welcome to make those changes, or let me know and I can take a try at it, since that
would help me to become familiar with other PIC16Fxxx devices.
The firmware nearly “fills” the PIC16F688, so it was about the right size PIC for the features that I
implemented. However, the PIC16F688 is actually not the best choice for Renard-HC, because
the SSR control pins are split between Ports A and C, so additional instructions are needed to set
them. (Also, the 90 mA max total for Ports A and C combined does not allow a full 20 mA per
LED for visible LED applications). Something like a PIC16F689/690 would be more efficient, since
all the SSR pins could be placed on the same port (Port C) and a single instruction used to set
them. The external clock and input-only pin are on Port A, and the serial in/out are on Port B,
leaving all 8 pins of Port C available for SSR control. (It would also allow a full 20 mA per LED,
since the max total is 200 mA). The remaining 6 I/O pins on Port A and B could be used for other
purposes such as dedicated SSR control like with the regular Renard firmware, and it looks like
Timer 2 might also be a little more efficient than Timer 0 for SSR signal timing, since it could be
preset once instead of each time it wrapped.
I'm not sure what the optimal number of SSR control pins is, but 8 seems to be a pretty good
choice. This is large enough to give a generous number of channels (8 x 7 = 56) and still have
enough General Purpose RAM to support them, but small enough for comfortable construction
(mid-size DIP, not SMT, readily available and inexpensive), and easily tested (see the comments
later under Testing). It also fits well with a cat5 cable since I use all 8 wires for data signals.
I probably should have started with the existing Renard firmware and modified it, but instead I
chose the more painful route of trying to write it from scratch (using existing firmware as
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examples), so that I would learn a little more about the PIC (hopefully), and also so I could
structure the code more along the lines of my target features.
A C compiler would have made writing the firmware easier, but I did not think there would be
sufficient control or optimization. Some quick tests showed that the PIC's General Purpose RAM
could be quickly eaten up by Stack variables, hidden Bank switching could easily take excessive
instruction cycles, and it would also be difficult to precisely control the number of instructions
that were generated for time-critical areas. So, I chose to use Assembler instead.
At first I found working in PIC Assembler to be somewhat tedious. In particular, having to
remember when to Bank Select various registers was annoying, since I was not familiar enough
with the PIC to have that memorized. I was also disappointed with MPASM BANKSEL instructions;
they were wasteful because multiple instructions were generated unconditionally, even when
they didn't need to be. To alleviate that, I ended up writing some Bank management macros to
handle it automatically. The performance statistics for these macros (generated near the end of
the LST file) show that there is a substantial savings in doing this, so this was a useful exercise.
For a while I was also off on a tangent to extend the language into something of a “macro
assembler”. I ended up defining “pseudo-opcode” macros, which gave back some of the
conciseness and expressiveness that I lost in choosing Assembler over C. In doing so, I basically
pushed MPASM beyond its limits, because I ran into a number of MPASM bugs. After I worked
around those, MPASM was sufficient for the task at hand. Unquestionably the most annoying
problem was error 116 “address label duplicated or different in second pass” when I tried to
optimize addressing instructions or for forward references that MPASM wasn't able to figure out,
but once I was able to work around those problems, things were easier.
The Renard-HC firmware source code is divided into 2 files: the main Renard-HC logic is in an
.ASM file, and generic or reusable PIC macros are in an .INC file. This will allow me to reuse the
macros and pseudo-opcodes if I ever try that again on another project. Some of the macros
generate many instructions, so the .LST file is a valuable source of info for reviewing what the
macros are actually doing. I am planning to release the firmware source code in case anyone
wants to modify it further, but it needs a little clean up work first.
Features
Renard-HC is highly experimental in nature, so I tried to make the firmware flexible by including
features for easier problem diagnosis or performance tuning. Although it can handle the normal
256 levels of dimming and SSRs can be over-clocked up to about 2x, there are many trade-offs
and tunable parameters. I also wanted to cut down on the number of times it was necessary to
reflash the PICs, as well as making the firmware more easily adaptable to other environments.
In some respects, the firmware resembles more of a mini operating system than just a dimmable
Renard controller, due to the interactive debug/console commands and run-time performance
statistics built into it. The firmware has the following features:
• Optional external 18.432 MHz clock – I used the Fail Safe Clock Monitor to detect whether
or not an external clock was present, so the firmware does not need to be recompiled for
each case. Although optional, the 18.432 MHz external clock seems to be required for
more complex sequences or for higher baud rates (115k baud or higher).
• Auto-detect baud rate – I had some COM port issues initially, so I needed to change the
baud rate back and forth frequently, but I did not want to recompile the firmware each
time, so the firmware will analyze the first SYNC byte to figure out the baud rate. It starts
by selecting the highest available baud rate (56k or 115k, depending on whether or not
the external 18.432 MHz clock is present), and then drops down to a lower baud rate if it
only gets a partial SYNC byte. It will only reduce 2 baud rates; for example, from 115k to
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56k or 38k with external clock , or from 56k to 38k or 19k on the internal oscillator. I
figured that baud rates below that are not really useful in a Renard environment, and the
framing errors also make it more complicated to figure out the correct baud rate.
• Optional ZC – if a ZC signal is present, the SSR control signals will be synced to it,
otherwise a free-running 50 Hz DC rate is used instead. This allows the same firmware to
be used with 60 Hz AC, 50 Hz AC, or DC applications without a recompile.
• Polarized ZC – the firmware supports SSR doubling. To use this, an H11A11 must be used
instead of an H11AA1, so the ZC signal is polarized. SSR doubling is mostly useful with
half-wave LED strings, because you can get double the channels with no additional SSR or
controller hardware, but can also be used with incandescent lights if you add diodes in
series. (This feature is not complete yet).
• Debug console – I wanted to be able to see actual performance data from the PIC's point
of view, so I added some debug/console commands to allow me to talk to the PIC and see
how it was doing. This can be used with Vixen, or just a plain terminal emulator such as
HyperTerminal or Putty. An interesting side effect of this is that now Vixen can check
which version of firmware is running in the controller, or even do round-trip monitoring
and detect if the controller is present and working correctly. The debug console
commands are described later in the Testing and Tuning section.
• Adjustable SSR control pulse width – the SSRs can be “over clocked” by using shorter
control pulses. I found that a full 32 usec was not needed to turn on my regular SSRs, so
there was some room for tuning. Shortening the pulses reduces the power consumed by
the controller, and also allows more channels to be turned on per brightness level (which
reduces the lossiness of the dimming). Lower resistors for the SSR outputs can also be
used to reduce SSR turn-on times, in cases where a little extra performance is needed.
The 1x and 2x speeds seem to be working, but I need to do a little more code optimization
in order to reach 2.5x (12 usec). (The firmware is currently hard-coded at 2x for now, but I
will be changing it to be selectable at run-time).
• Double buffering – two “frame buffers” are used in order to reduce potential flicker
problems when receiving data from Vixen. One frame buffer is used to drive the SSR
refresh loop, while the other is used to hold incoming packet data from Vixen.
• Data stream compression – inherent in the data stream format that I used are 2 types of
compression: off channels are not sent, and adjacent channels are packed as bitmaps.
See the Protocol section for more details. I was getting a 4:1 to 8:1 compression ratio
during my sequences, which means that I can potentially drive over 4,000 channels from a
single COM port – plenty of head room for expansion!
• Pseudo-PWM operation – for visible LED applications, a pseudo-PWM mode can be used to
repeat SSR control signals for the duration of the refresh cycle. This allows the Renard-HC
to be used as a dimmable driver for individual LED pixels, or even pixel arrays such as
LED-Triks, and the bitmaps can be embedded within the Vixen sequence itself. (This
feature still needs a little more work before it is completely working).
• Performance stats – the firmware accumulates some internal statistics that are helpful for
assessing how efficiently it is running, or to help diagnose problems with the environment.
It also maintains a RTC (actually, it's just the elapsed time since startup). See the debug
console commands under Testing for more info.
I wanted to be able to intermix the Renard-HC with regular Renards on the same COM port (to
reduce cabling), so I tried to make the data format backward-compatible with regular Renards.
However, I did not finish testing this, so there are probably some bugs with that. If anyone would
like to use it that way and discovers problems, let me know and I'll try to fix them (or you can fix
them yourself). There is also still a little work to do for visible LED handling (pseudo-PWM mode).
I had also implemented a dimming curve function, but I have permanently disabled this since
Vixen 2.5 supports channel-specific dimming curves.
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I will outline briefly how the firmware works, but if you want a more detailed explanation, you'll
need to look at the actual source code or even step through it. It's not feasible to include a
lengthy explanation here.
Upon startup, the firmware checks for a restart condition, then initializes registers and goes into
the main loop to receive data. As part of the initialization, the Fail Safe Clock Monitor is checked
to see which clock is being used, so that timing-related registers can be set correctly. (The
firmware assumes that the clock will not change after startup; if it does, the controller just needs
to be reset). Timer 1 wraps at 50 Hz and drives a real-time counter of elapsed time since
startup. If no ZC is detected, the SSRs will be refreshed asynchronously at 50 Hz. Timer 0 is
used for SSR control pulse timing, and is preset to 1/256 the ZC rate for 1x operation (no “overclocking”), or 1/384 ZC for 1.5x, 1/512 ZC for 2x, or 1/640 ZC for 2.5x operation when SSRs are
over-clocked. This appears to be the maximum speed possible with a PIC16F688, given its
instruction architecture.. As part of Timer 1 handling, the ZC rate per second is monitored, and
the Timer 0 preset is adjusted for 50 vs. 60 Hz. Timer 1 is also used to reset the Watchdog
timer, so that if the firmware gets confused due to bugs the PIC will recover automatically.
The main loop accepts 2 types of data: a Renard packet, or an interactive console/debug
command, and these can be intermixed from one packet to the next (separated by a SYNC byte).
To simplify the state machine, I coded these into a main loop rather using a state-driven
interrupt handler. This way, the PC and Stack maintain most of the state info automatically.
Console commands are stored in a small character buffer and then passed to a command
handler when ready, and incoming Renard data is stored in the empty frame buffer. Once the
frame buffer is full, it is swapped with the currently active frame buffer in order to force the new
data to be displayed. The SSR control logic is driven by a “display list” of channels within the
active frame buffer. The frame buffers are 80 bytes each, and occupy the upper RAM Banks in
the PIC16F688. They are stored in the same format as described in the Protocol section
(described below).
While the main loop watches for data, a hardware event handler processes timer and ZC events.
At first I used an interrupt handler for this, but the overhead cost outweighed the convenience,
as there were just too many registers to save and restore. So I rewrote the event handlers to
use cooperative multi-tasking rather than an interrupt routine. This allowed registers to be
saved/restored more selectively, and lowered the context switching overhead from about 20
instructions down to about 5 instructions. With SSRs over-clocked at 2x, this is a substantial
savings – processor overhead went from 50% down to 13% at 18.432 MHz (or over 100% down
to 30% at 8 MHz).
The event handler performs 4 functions: resets the display list state when ZC is detected,
updates the RTC (elapsed time counter) when Timer 1 wraps, sends SSR control signals when
Timer 0 wraps, and saves/restores state when coming/going between the main protocol loop.
That is a lot of work to do, but at 1x speed (32 usec timeslots), there is approximately enough
time to do it all, even when running at 8 MHz. When the SSRs are over-clocked, this work is
divided up. For example, when SSRs are over-clocked at 2x, the ZC will be handled during odd
half-timeslots, while Timer 1 will be handled during even half-timeslots. This probably is not
necessary; even if the PIC falls a little behind, it will catch up again as soon as there is slack time
in the display list handling - a delay across several 32 usec timeslots is not going to noticeably
affect the dimming. When the PIC does keep up, SSR timing jitter is very low (less than 1 usec
running at 18.432 MHz), because the display list handler prepares data for the next timeslot
immediately after sending out SSR control pulses (rather than waiting until the next timeslot
when there is not as much time to do it), and then sits in a busy-wait loop until Timer 0 wraps.
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Due to the nature of chipiplexing, the firmware assumes that non-PWM mode is the normal mode
of operation (which is what I use for my display anyway). This relies on the SSRs to latch, so the
same I/O pins can control other SSRs. For non-latching applications such as visible LEDs,
“pseudo-PWM” mode can be used to send out the SSR control signals repeatedly. Although this
will continue to light up the LEDs during the remainder of the cycle, they will not be solidly lit,
due to the chipiplexing. The duty cycle is equivalent to that of a LED-Triks (1 of 8 rows). With
appropriate adjustments to the I/O circuits, this allows Renard-HC to be used to drive pixel arrays
or grids, similar to a LED-Triks controller, but with the added benefits that the bitmap image is
dimmable, compressed, and it is embedded directly within the data stream, to minimize cabling.
Protocol
Renard-HC uses the same overall protocol structure as a regular Renard controller to transfer
data, so that Renard and Renard-HC can be intermixed on the same COM port. However, within
the data packet itself, the channel data is formatted differently, as described below. The data
compression resulting from this format complements the minimized hardware of the controller
itself, which will enable me to drive significantly larger numbers of low duty cycle channels.
As with the regular Renard protocol, data packets start with a SYNC byte (0x7E), followed by a
COMMAND (address) byte, which is 0x80 if the data packet is for the first PIC, 0x81 for the
second PIC, etc. This limits the maximum number of PICs to 128, for a theoretical upper limit of
128 x 56 = 7168 channels per COM port. If the PICs see a packet that is not for them, they
decrement the command/address byte and then pass it and the remaining data along to the next
PIC in the chain, just like with the regular Renard protocol. An exception to this rule is data being
sent back to Vixen; if the COMMAND byte is 0xff (Vixen is PIC# 0x7f), it is not decremented.
Within this “wrapper” is the actual channel data:
Packet wrapper: 0x7E, 0x8?

Channel data

Next packet

etc.

Figure 12. Overall protocol structure (unchanged)
For a regular Renard, the channel data contains 1 byte for each channel, in increasing channel
order. Each PIC “consumes” 8 of these channel bytes and then passes the rest on to the next
PIC. A 56-channel Renard would use 56 bytes, which would be processed by 7 PIC16F688s.
In Renard-HC, the channel data consists of a “display list” of channels, sent in decreasing order
of brightness. The PIC needs to put the list into that order anyway for dimming purposes, so
sending it preformatted this way reduces the workload on the PIC, leaving it more time for other
critical functions. I think it is theoretically possible for the PIC to do this reformatting itself during
the “dead time” at the end of an AC half-cycle, so raw channel values could be sent like with a
regular Renard. Although this would simplify the compatibility with regular Renards, doing so
would give up the data compression that is also inherent in the Renard-HC format, so I have no
plans to change the firmware to accept a raw list of channel bytes. OTOH, this might be a good
fall-back approach for cases when the data compression is negative.
The display list itself is variable length, structured as follows:
Config

Brightness, row index, columns

Brightness, row index, columns

... 0

Figure 13. Internal data format (changed)
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The contents of the display list are as follows:
• Config byte: controls various run-time firmware features:
0x80 = Macro mode; ON will treat the remainder of the packet data as a macro
function rather than a normal channel display list. For example, 0x80
signifies an interactive console command, while 0xF0 might display a
predefined test pattern. When 0x80 is OFF, the remaining config bits are
interpreted as follows:
0x40 = Pseudo-PWM mode; ON will make SSR control pulses sticky (cumulative) for
the remainder of the refresh cycle. This is useful for visible LED applications.
0x20 = SSR doubling; ON treats ZC as polarized to interleave odd and even
channels. (this feature is not complete yet).
0X10 = Reserved for optional checksum processing?
0x0C = Reserved for RGB pixel or color palette handling (TBD).
0x03 = SSR control pulse width; this can be used to “over clock” the SSRs:
0 = 32 usec, 1 = 1.5x (24 usec), 2 = 2x (16 usec), or 3 = 2.5x (12 usec).
(This feature is incomplete; currently it's only a compile-time option).
• In non-Macro mode, the remainder of the display list is organized into groups as follows:
Brightness Level = 8-bit brightness level as set in Vixen. A value of 0 is used to
denote the end of the list, since that is a useless display value (does not turn
on any lights).
Row Index = an 8-bit bitmap of rows that use this brightness level. For
example, 0x80 means that the first row is on, while 0x41 means that the
second and eighth rows are on (numbered left-to-right, or msb-to-lsb).
Columns = 8-bit bitmaps of columns for this brightness level, 1 byte per row in the
Row Index. For example, 0x01 means that the last (eighth) column is on,
while 0xFE is the first 7 columns.
etc = the (brightness, row index, columns, …) repeats until the end of the list
Although a brightness value of 0 is used to denote the end of the list, the firmware will also treat
a 0 row index or column value as an end-of-list marker, since those are useless display values
(no lights would be turned on).
This data format seems to work pretty well for my sequences. It provides varying degrees of
compression, but it is quite good for 2 very common cases: all channels ON at the same
brightness, and all channels OFF. Some examples are shown below.
To turn all channels OFF, the data packet would contain the following bytes:
0x?? = Config byte
0x00 = End of display list (no channels are on)
At 2 bytes, this is the best case, and represents a 28:1 compression ratio compared to simply
sending 1 byte per channel. (The compression ratio is actually only 14:1 once you also add in
the protocol overhead for the SYNC and COMMAND bytes).
To turn all channels ON at any particular brightness, the data packet would be as follows:
0x?? = Config byte
0x?? = Brightness value (maximum = 255, minimum = 1)
0xFF = Row index; all 8 rows are set to this brightness level
0x7F = Columns for first row; all 7 columns are set for first row
0xBF = Columns for second row; all 7 columns are set for second row
0xDF = Columns for third row; all 7 columns are set for third row
0xEF = Columns for fourth row; all 7 columns are set for fourth row
0xF7 = Columns for fifth row; all 7 columns are set
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At 12 bytes, this is a 4.7:1 raw compression ratio compared to sending 1 byte per channel (or 4:1
after taking protocol overhead bytes into account).
Each column byte in the second example above can only turn on 7 of the 8 columns because one
of the columns is being used as a common row, due to the chipiplexing (8 x 7 = 56 channels,
rather than 64). The firmware maps each bit to a different I/O pin, so the column bit values
change from one row to the next. I suppose I could have left-justified the column values so they
are consistent across rows, but I thought that leaving them as-is would be more helpful for lowlevel debugging, because it would serve as a reminder as to which pins are actually being used.
This protocol seems to compress the data stream well for the sequences that I use. I was getting
an average of 4:1 to 8:1 overall compression with my Christmas 2009 sequences. The worst
case scenario occurs when channels are all on at different brightness levels. (This does not
occur in the sequences that I use). An example data packet with 56 channels all at different
brightness levels would be as follows:
0x?? = Config byte
0xFF = First brightness value
0x80 = Row index ;first row
0x40 = Column ;first available column
0xFE = Second brightness value
0x80 = Row index ;first tow
0x20 = Column ;second available column
0xFD = Third brightness value
0x80 = Row index ;first row
0x10 = Column ;third available column
:
(53 more brightness + row index + column triplets)
0x00 = End of display list
This would take a total of 56 x 3 + 2 = 170 bytes. A 168 channel Renard system running at 115k
baud with 50 msec refresh rate could actually still handle this volume of data (3 x 170 = 510
bytes), but a larger system would need multiple COM ports. However, there is not enough RAM
in the PIC to hold this much data, so the Vixen plug-in protects against negative compression as
described in the next section. In fact, it will typically enforce a data size limit of either 56 bytes
(the equivalent Renard packet size) or 80 bytes (the firmware's frame buffer size), so that the
Renard-HC channel address space can be provisioned in a somewhat controlled manner. As a
final level of enforcement, the firmware will simply truncate the packet when the frame buffer is
full, which will drop the dimmest channels but avoid a frame buffer overflow condition.
With a maximum size of 80 bytes, the most complex display list that can be represented is 26
channels (or groups of adjacent channels) each on at a different brightness level, because 26 x 3
(brightness + row index + columns) = 78 bytes. I used a little Vixen sequence analyzer tool and
discovered that I only use a maximum of about 20 channels on at one time, so a limit of 26
different brightness levels for each group of 56 channels works well for me. The tool is available
in the DIYC File Library if you would like to analyze your sequences to help decide if you would
like to try the Renard-HC, or the plug-in itself can also be used to check this (described later).
With a regular Renard, a communications error within the channel data would only affect a single
channel. With Renard-HC, a larger number of channels can be affected (due to the bit-mapped
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rows and columns), so I may end up adding a checksum to the data packet in the future, to help
limit the damage done by communications errors.
Recompiling the Firmware
Use the following steps if you need to recompile the firmware:
• Install MPLAB 8.10 (MPASM 5.20). The firmware does not need any separate tools like a C
compiler. At one point I tried upgrading to MPLIB 8.36, but then MPASM seemed to have
problems compiling the source code, so either my environment was broken or there is
something in the source code that depends on MPASM 5.20. YMMV.
• Place the Renard-HC .ASM, .INC and .MCW source files into a folder and open the .MCW
project file in MPLAB.
• Change the compile options near the top as needed (described below).
• If you are not using a PIC16F688, change the target device using the Configure → Select
Device menu item within MPLAB. It should not be necessary to edit the source code
(unless there are some missing or incorrect settings if the firmware has never been
compiled with that specific microcontroller before).
• Compile the source code.
• Check the Output for warning messages. I added many compile-time paranoid checks to
help ensure that macros and timing calculations were working as expected. Warning
messages in the output might indicate bugs or incompatibility problems.
• Review the .LST file for areas of uncertain code, or for diagnostic/summary info at the tail.
• Then flash the PIC using the .HEX file. Since the same firmware should eventually work on
a variety of PIC family members, I am using the convention of putting the part number and
revision# within the file name. For example, Renard-HC-ver10c(16F688).HEX.
I've tried to organize any optional features or hard-coded tunable parameters as #defines near
the top of the .ASM file (some PIC-related #defines are also in the .INC file). Ideally, these would
be the only changes needed when using Renard-HC in a new or custom environment, and then
after that the run-time configuration options can be used to avoid further recompiles of the
firmware. However, I realize that is probably unrealistic and I can't anticipate everything, so the
source code may need editing when adding or changing features, if there are bugs in what's in
there now, or when moving to an alternate PIC device. You can go ahead and give it a try, or let
me know what you are trying to change and I can either try to make the change or provide some
suggestions on how to change it without breaking too much of the code.
Macros are used heavily within the source code. Give MPASM a few moments to compile the
source code. Also, if you are adding to or changing the code, you will want to review the .LST file
and/or step through the code to verify that the macros are working as expected. The .LST and
disassembly files will show the actual instructions generated by the pseudo-opcode macros, and
the .LST file will contain some additional debug info regarding the behavior of the macros. I
found that to be very useful info when debugging.
The compile-time options most likely to need adjustment are as follows:
• BAUD_RATE - The highest baud rate to use; the 2 next lower rates will be auto-detected.
This is currently set to 115,200, so there shouldn't be a need to change it. However, it can
be set to 0 for stand-alone operation (no serial I/O), which would free up 2 additional I/O
pins for other purposes. It might also be possible to go as high as ~ 350,000, since that is
basically how fast the SSR display loop runs (120 half-cycles/sec x 256 dimming levels =
30,720). I may try bumping it up to ~ 250,000 at some point to see what happens.
• HIGHBAUD_OK – Indicates whether it is okay to use BRGH and BRG16 together. This can
be set to TRUE when using PIC16F688 rev A4 or later silicon, but should be left FALSE for
older versions; it is currently set to FALSE. See the PIC16F688 Errata for more details.
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• AUTO_DETECT_BAUD – Set this to TRUE to enable auto-detection of the baud rate using
the first SYNC byte. This is currently set to TRUE, and can be left that way unless the
auto-detect logic is messing up the communications.
• INT_OSC_FREQ – This is the internal oscillator frequency to run the PIC at when not using
an external clock, and should be set as high as possible. This is currently set to 8000000
(8 MHz), which is the fastest speed that the PIC16F688 internal oscillator will run at.
• EXT_CLK_FREQ – This is the external clock speed when present. This is currently set to
18432000 (18.432 MHz), which is the normal Renard external clock frequency and
provides accurate timing when using a baud rate of 115,200. This can be set to 0 if you
never want to use an external clock, in which case 1 additional I/O pin would be freed up
for other purposes.
• WANT_ZC – Indicates whether to watch for a ZC signal. This is currently set to TRUE, but
can be set to FALSE if you will never be using AC dimming, in which case 1 additional
input-only pin will be freed up for other purposes.
• DC_REFRESH – Sets the refresh rate to use when ZC is absent. This is currently set to 50,
which seems to be suitable for servos or other DC applications; 100 is more suitable for
flicker-free visible LEDs. This value also controls the internal RTC rate.
• DIMMER_RES – The number of dimming levels wanted. Vixen uses 1-byte values, so 256 is
the maximum possible value. The only reason to change this would be if some timing
constraints were violated (see below for examples).
• SSR_PRECLEAR – Controls whether I/O ports are pre-cleared before sending an SSR control
pulse. This was a speculative attempt to try to avoid random channels turning on or may
help if using slow PNP chipiplexing transistors, but doesn't appear to be necessary, so it
should probably be left set to FALSE to avoid extra instruction overhead.
• RECLAIM_PINS - Set this to TRUE to reclaim unused I/O pins for SSR control. This will
increase the number of channels that can be controlled; if ZC, ext clock, and serial in/out
are turned off via the other options, then 3 additional I/O pins are available. This should
be left FALSE for now (some code changes are needed to support it).
• VIXEN_PLUGIN_BUGGY - Set this to TRUE if the Vixen chipiplexing plug-in is unreliable.
There is currently no reason to set this, so it can be left set to FALSE.
• ZC_TRACKING - Set this to TRUE to help track ZC variations; this can be useful for flicker
diagnosis, but adds some extra run-time overhead. When TRUE, extra min/max and width
data is displayed in the status command (described later).
• ZC_FILTER – Controls ZC filtering. This determines how many consecutive timeslots the
ZC signal must be active before the start of a new AC half-cycle will be triggered, and is
useful for filtering out possible ZC noise. This value is currently set to 4, which seems to
work well without delaying ZC processing too much (4 x 32 usec = 128 usec). Samples
are shifted into a 1 byte value, so 8 is the limit as currently implemented.
• SSR_OVERCLOCK – Controls the maximum number of sub-timeslots. Regular Renard
controllers use a 32.6 usec timeslot to support 256 dimmer levels at 60 Hz AC (or 39 usec
at 50 Hz), but the MOC3023 optos will typically respond faster than that. This option can
be used to subdivide the timeslots for faster SSR control, so that more channels can be
handled within the same amount of time. Although the source code supports values up to
4x, it looks like a PIC16F688 will “top out” at about 2.5x, so a value of 3 is the highest
practical value. At this speed, performance stats need to be off because the overhead is
too high. Eventually, the config byte will allow override this value at run-time.
Additional compile-time options that may need adjustment in special circumstances are:
• USE_INTS – Controls whether interrupts or cooperative multi-tasking is used. This is
currently set to FALSE, because there is too much context switching overhead if interrupts
are used. Setting this to TRUE will require other code changes, since this option has not
been used for a while. I just left it in there for future reference.
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• ISR_LONGJUMPS – Controls short vs. long jumps within the ISR, which affects instruction
execution overhead. Not used if USE_INTS is FALSE.
• ONEINT_ONLY – Determines whether one or all interrupts are handled each time, which
affects worst case vs. average case times within the ISR. Not used if USE_INTS is FALSE.
• IDE_DEBUG – Adds or bypasses some extra instructions to make stepping though the code
easier using MPSIM. FOR DEVELOPMENT ONLY. Must be set to FALSE for firmware that is
actually flashed to the PIC.
• PK1DEV – Adjusts the code for execution on a PICKit 1 development board. For example,
RA0 is used instead of RA5, because RA5 is the external clock on a Renard board and this
conflicts with the PK1 LEDs. FOR DEVELOPMENT ONLY. Must be set to FALSE when
running on an actual Renard board.
• PK1SIM – Allows the PICKit 1 board to be partially simulated when running on a Renard
board. Although this should be set to FALSE unless for development purposes, there is no
real harm in leaving it on.
• PERF_STATS – Controls whether additional run-time performance stats are collected. This
adds significant execution overhead (but provides very useful info), so it should be set to
FALSE unless the performance stats are needed for specific tuning or diagnostic purposes.
• IO_STATS – Controls whether run-time I/O stats are collected. This adds a little execution
overhead, so it's not too bad to leave it set to TRUE for real usage, since the I/O stats
provide useful info.
• DEBUG_TTY – Enables interactive debug/console tty commands. This option adds very
little run-time overhead until actually invoked, so it is safe to leave this set to TRUE when
running live sequences. It provides very useful diagnostic and performance data.
• FULL_WARN – Turns numerous compile-time warnings on or off. Leave this set to TRUE
until you are familiar with how the code works.
In addition to the above compile-time options, numerous #defines, macros, or other compiletime structures are used to calculate timing, arrange data in memory, or generate register
values. Whenever possible, I tried to make MPASM do the work instead of hard-coding
something (which is why it is slow to compile). In particular, a number of timing calculations are
based on the values of INT_OSC_FREQ and EXT_CLK_FREQ, so changing the clock speed via the
#defines should not require changes further down within the code unless some timing
constraints are violated. However, there are interdependencies between INT_OSC_FREQ or
EXT_CLK_FREQ, DC_REFRESH, DIMMER_RES, and SSR_OVERCLOCK for some of the timing
calculations. For example, at 18.432 MHz, the minimum DC_REFRESH is about 9 since Timer1 is
16 bits and has a maximum prescalar of 8:1. Another example: to turn on all 56 SSRs using a
pulse width of 16 usec (2x over-clock) at the same dimmer level with 60 Hz AC, the maximum
DIMMER_RES would be 64 rather than 256. In general, the source code tries to validate any
calculations and then generate a compile-time error (or at least a warning) if any constraints are
violated.
2.5 Vixen Plug-in
Since the firmware expects a different data format than a regular Renard, a new Vixen plug-in
was needed. I started with the existing Renard plug-in from Vixen 2.1.1.0 and disassembled and
extended it to support the Renard-HC protocol, then merged in the 2.5.0.8 Renard changes. I
also added some comments in there to try to explain how the original plug-in worked, but I might
have stated it incorrectly, so please make corrections if you see anything that is not true.
The new plug-in should be backward compatible with the original plug-in (I haven't tested that,
so there may be problems). I used a different file name, though, so the original Renard plug-in
would be preserved as-is.
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Figures 14a+b. New Renard-HC Plug-in, and additional options
The overall structure of the extended Renard plug-in is similar to the original version. I added a
new choice for the Protocol, and I also added some options to make testing and debugging easier
(shown above). These work as follows:
• Pause on error – When this is turned on, plug-in errors will stop with a popup window
message. This is helpful for catching errors during testing that might otherwise go
unnoticed while a sequence is running. I leave this turned OFF for a live show.
• Data Logging - Although there is already an Event Data Logger plug-in, I added data
logging options to the extended Renard plug-in, so that I could selectively log data just for
this plug-in, rather than for all plug-ins. I could also include other data within the log.
• Log file – The data logging file is also selectable, as shown above. This allows diagnostic
or performance data to be saved separately for each sequence, and then reviewed in
more detail later. The log file format is described later.
When the protocol is set to “Chipi” in the Setup window, it expands to show a number of
additional options that are specific to the Renard-HC:

Figure 15. Extra chipiplexing options.
The purpose of these extra options is as follows:
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• Config byte: This field allows the run-time Renard-HC options to be set, as described in the
Protocol section earlier. Eventually I may replace this field with checkboxes, but for
now an 8-bit decimal value must be entered. Brush up on your binary arithmetic. ☺
• Rows/level: This field allows the maximum number of rows per brightness level to be
restricted, which can help to keep the PIC “on schedule”. For example, if 8 rows
need to be turned on but the SSRs were only over-clocked at 2x, then it will actually
take 4 timeslots to turn them all on. This could interfere with other channels that
needed to be turned on within 4 brightness levels. By limiting the max rows/level to
say, 2, this would ensure that the PIC started handling the channels for the next
brightness level “on schedule”. (If more than 2 rows needed to be turned on, the
plug-in will explicitly reschedule them into the next timeslot). This will still cause a
delay, but is more predictable and can be reported in the log file. Rows/level and
SSR pulse width together determine the effective number of brightness levels.
• Min Bright: The firmware divides the entire AC half-cycle into 256 equal timeslots, but
timeslots close to the tail end of the half-cycle will either not light the channels at
all, or will cause flicker because there is insufficient voltage to reliably turn on the
Triacs. In order to avoid this, the plug-in will use this field as a minimum threshold
and discard all channels below this value. This should be set to the lowest value
that reliably avoids flicker.
• Max Bright: A similar scenario occurs at the start of the AC half-cycle; channels that are
turned on too early will also cause flicker because the Triacs cannot turn on reliably.
To avoid this, the plug-in will delay turn-on of all channels until the Max Bright
timeslot, so this should be set to the highest value that reliably avoids flicker.
• Full Bright: Above a certain brightness, further changes are not perceivable, so this field
can be used to set the maximum effective brightness. Any channels above this
brightness level will be treated as if they were all set to this brightness, which helps
to reduce the display list size because multiple rows can be merged at the upper
end of the brightness scale.
• Max Data: The maximum data size to send. Using a value of 56 will protect against
negative data compression, or a value of 80 will relax this and permit up to 42%
negative compression, but still protect against frame buffer overflows. This
parameter allows data bandwidth to be provisioned so that other controllers in the
display will not be adversely affected by a chipiplexed controller.
• Closeness: This value controls merging of adjacent brightness levels. The plug-in prevents
negative data compression or enforces the level of compression specified by Max
Data by checking the total data packet size. If it is exceeded, the plug-in will merge
adjacent brightness levels in an attempt to reduce the data size (if Lossy is ON).
The Closeness field controls how close the adjacent levels must be for the plug-in to
merge them. For example, a value of 3 means that brightnesses within +/- 3 of the
target brightness can be merged, which would likely not be noticeable.
• De-dup: This value is a bitmap controlling de-duplication of data packets, 1 bit per PIC.
Normally Vixen does not send out channel events unless there are changes, but if
the channels change for only some of the PICs, the rest of the PICs will also be sent
a packet since Vixen events are all or nothing. The De-dup option can be used to
selectively avoid sending redundant packets to individual PICs. For example, a
value of -1 turns on all the bits, so redundant packets for any individual PIC will be
avoided. This can help to conserve Renard address space. A value of 0 will turn off
de-dup for all PICs, so all Vixen events will generate data packets to the PICs. (This
feature is not currently working; leave it set to 0).
• Lossy: This option controls whether the plug-in will merge or even drop rows in order to
achieve the desired level of data compression (Max Data). This results in “lossy”
dimming (analogous to the lossy image compression available with JPEG images).
First it will attempt to merge rows that are close in brightness, but if that does not
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provide sufficient compression, then rows will be discarded, starting with the
dimmest rows first. Merging rows that are close in brightness will normally not be
noticeable, but dropping rows would be. If this is not desirable, then it can this
option should be turned off, which will throw an error and the sequence can be
simplified or the parameters further adjusted to accommodate the sequence.
• Renard data: This option should be turned on when Renard and Renard-HC are inter-mixed
on the same COM port. This will avoid the usage of bytes that have special
meaning to a Renard controller, at a slight cost to the average data packet
compression ratio.
Several of the options work together to affect the degree and quality of data compression. This
gives the Renard-HC data stream tunable, “lossy compression”, somewhat analogous to the
lossy JPEG image compression. By ensuring a given level of data compression, a substantially
larger number of channels can be controlled than would otherwise be possible. For example, if
there is no guarantee of data compression, then the data stream is limited to the published
Renard channel limits (~570 at 115k baud with 50 msec refresh), but if, say, a 4:1 compression
level can be maintained, then a Renard-HC can actually be used to drive over 2,000 low duty
cycle channels on a single COM port (115k baud with 50 msec refresh).
The lower part of the Setup window is reserved for interactive debug/console command I/O. This
is not fully implemented yet. The idea is that when a Renard-HC is connected in a “feedback
loop”, round-trip status, performance data, or output from other debug/console commands can
come back into Vixen for display, which allows Renard-HC to support real-time status monitoring
or performance tuning. I am also planning to allow a command to be entered here, so that I do
not need to exit out to Putty in order to send debug console commands to Renard-HC.
To install the plug-in, I just copy the DLL into Vixen's Plugins\Output folder. There are actually 2
versions of the plug-in, since the interface compatibility is broken between Vixen 2.1 and 2.5. I
use the DLL with the name that ends with my version of Vixen (ends with “21” for Vixen 2.1.x, or
“25” for Vixen 2.5.x). I developed the plug-in using Vixen 2.1.1.0, so the 2.5.x version of the
plug-in has not been thoroughly tested yet. I will probably do that as I migrate to Vixen 2.5.

Source Code
For anyone wanting more details of how the plug-in actually works or to modify its behavior, I'll
save you the trouble of disassembling it by providing the source code. However, if you find/fix
bugs or make useful additions, please make them available or let me know so I can merge them
into the copy that I am working with.
To recompile the plug-in, open the SLN file in a tool such as #develop (sharpDevelop) and then
compile it. I used #develop 2.2 for this project, but other versions might work. I generally prefer
to use VB for non-web user interfaces, so I used VB.NET for this plug-in. Since the Vixen
interface compatibility is broken between versions 2.1 and 2.5, there are 2 separate sub-projects
which generate 2 separate DLLs from within the SLN. Hopefully future versions of Vixen will not
have that problem.
The plug-in ran well on my old computer (low CPU overhead with 224 Renard-HC channels), so I
have not gone through careful optimization of the code yet. I will probably do that at some
point. It you run into performance problems with it, let me know and I can take a look at it.

Log File
I used the log file to verify that the plug-in was handling data correctly, and also to observe the
performance characteristics of the data compression on my sequences. The log file shows start
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and stop events, the data coming in from Vixen, and the resulting data that was sent out from
the plug-in.
Sample fragments from a log file are shown below. The blank lines and “(snip)” indicators are
not part of the file; I just added those for clarity.
1.

[T+0:00:00.000] ========== Startup 2.1.0.0 1.0b-DEV 12-22-2009 14:41:39.999 ==========

2.

[T+0:00:00.078] Chipiplex[1] 217 bytes in: 00 00 00 00 00 66 8F 8F 8F 00 00 8F 8F 8F 00 00 8F
00 00 8F 00 00 94 94 94 00 00 94 94 94 00 00 94 00 00 94 00 00 99 99 99 00 00 99 99 99 00 00
99 00 00 99 00 00 9E 9E 9E 00 00 9E 9E 9E 00 00 9E 00 00 9E 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 CD CD
CD ...

3.

4.

[T+0:00:00.125]
[T+0:00:00.125]
[T+0:00:00.125]
[T+0:00:00.125]
80 94 18 69 C4

Chipiplex[1] 4+7 bytes out: 7E 83 01 5B 08 C0 44 10 06 00 7E
Chipiplex[1] 4+1 bytes out: 7E 82 01 00 7E
Chipiplex[1] 4+9 bytes out: 7E 81 01 CC 30 03 80 9E C0 4E 24 00 7E
Chipiplex[1]**** 4+28 bytes out: 7E 80 01 9E 01 06 9A 01 20 99 06 1A 71 95 04
90 20 12 8F C0 01 A7 66 80 02 00 7E

[T+0:00:00.156]
00 00 89 00 00
94 00 00 94 00
[T+0:00:00.171]
[T+0:00:00.171]
[T+0:00:00.171]
[T+0:00:00.171]
80 8F 18 69 C4

Chipiplex[2] 217 bytes in: 00 00 00 00 00 66 89 89 89 00 00 89 89
8F 8F 8F 00 00 8F 8F 8F 00 00 8F 00 00 8F 00 00 94 94 94 00 00 94
00 99 99 99 00 00 99 99 99 00 00 99 00 00 99 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
Chipiplex[2] 4+7 bytes out: 7E 83 01 CC 02 04 93 08 C0 00 7E
Chipiplex[2] 4+1 bytes out: 7E 82 01 00 7E
Chipiplex[2] 4+8 bytes out: 7E 81 01 CC 20 03 99 C0 4E 24 00 7E
Chipiplex[2]**** 4+28 bytes out: 7E 80 01 99 01 06 95 01 20 94 06
8A 20 12 89 C0 01 A7 66 80 02 00 7E

89 00 00 89
94 94 00 00
CD CD ...

1A 71 90 04

(snip)

5.

[T+0:00:23.734]
00 00 00 00 00
00 CD 00 00 CD
CD ...
[T+0:00:23.734]
[T+0:00:23.734]
[T+0:00:23.734]
[T+0:00:23.734]
02 00 7E

Chipiplex[457] 217 bytes in: 00 00 00 00 00 66 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 CD 00 00 00 00 CD 00 CD
00 CD 00 8A 00 00 00 00 8A 00 8A 00 8A 00 00 8A 00 8A 00 00 CD CD CD 00 00 00
Chipiplex[457]@@*@@* 4+4 bytes out:
Chipiplex[457] 4+1 bytes out: 7E 82
Chipiplex[457] 4+9 bytes out: 7E 81
Chipiplex[457]** 4+14 bytes out: 7E

7E
01
01
80

83
00
CC
01

01 7F 10 28 00 7E
7E
30 1C 46 8A C0 05 25 00 7E
CC 06 08 29 CB 01 28 8A 01 02 66 80

(snip)

6.

[T+0:02:25.734] ========== Shutdown 12-22-2009 14:44:05.733 ==========
[T+0:02:25.734] Chipiplexing config:
[T+0:02:25.734] Channels 217, min bright 20, max bright 202, full bright 204, max rows/level
2, close 3, discard False, dedup -1
[T+0:02:25.734] Chipiplexing stats:
[T+0:02:25.734] Total events 2816, total bytes in 611072, total bytes out 124986, for
protocol 45044 (7% of inlen), for data 79942 (13% of inlen), min data 5, max data 39,
average data 28, dup bufs(=) 0, protocol avoids(@) 94
[T+0:02:25.734] Off channels (not sent) 570619, near-off channels (not sent) 0, near-full
channels (treated as full on) 13960
[T+0:02:25.734] Min levels/rows/columns per event 1, 1, 1, max 11, 13, 45, average 8, 9, 25
[T+0:02:25.734] Levels merged(^) 0, rows overflowed(*) 2664, levels discarded(!) 0, rows
discarded(-) 0

Listing 16. Sample Log file entries
The log file is just a text file, with one entry per line (oldest entries first). Each entry begins with
a timestamp within square brackets, as shown above. I used a “T+” notation and made the
timestamps relative to the start of sequence execution, so I could more easily relate the log file
entries back to the place they appear within the sequence in Vixen.
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Entry #1 shown above is the actual sequence StartUp event. The relative timestamp is, of
course, 0 but the actual start time is also shown at the end of the message. I also put the Vixen
version# and the plug-in version# in there, so I could verify that I was using the correct version.
Entry #2 shows a channel event from Vixen. The entry is labelled with “chipiplex” to indicate
that it was processed by the Renard chipiplexing logic (other possible values are “protocol1” and
“protocol2”). Following this is the frame number, or relative event#, enclosed within square
brackets. There can be several log file entries for each event, so the frame# allows me to see
which entries go together. For channel data coming in from Vixen, the length of data received is
shown, followed by a hex dump of the actual data. This will be 1 byte per channel. A “...” will be
shown at the end if the data is longer than 80 bytes or if the input buffer contains a bunch of
trailing 0's. I should probably make that limit of 80 configurable so that the log file size can be
controlled.
The timestamp on this entry shows that it occurred 78 msec after the sequence started, even
though the interval I use on my sequences is 50 msec. This illustrates an interesting point – the
granularity of the clock in a PC is typically not an even multiple of the Vixen interval, so you
cannot get perfect timing on a PC no matter what you do. Software layers such as .NET give the
illusion that you can get finer granularity, but you can't without ugly busy-wait loops.
Region #3 above shows how the plug-in processed the event (the frame# indicates which event
it was for). There is one log entry for each PIC (56 channels each), showing the number of bytes
sent and then a hex dump of the actual bytes. The output length is shown in 2 parts; the
number before the “+” is a count of the protocol bytes, and the number after the “+” is the
actual data (channel) bytes. The plug-in currently does a separate write for each PIC, so I should
probably change that to just do one write for the entire event.
The data output bytes show the protocol described earlier. You can see the SYNC byte, followed
by the PIC address byte, config byte, then (brightness, row index, columns) entries, ending with a
brightness of 0. This version of the plug-in also sent an extra SYNC byte at the end, which is
probably not needed any more due to firmware improvements. I'll leave it as an exercise for the
reader to decode the data and compare it to the actual channel bytes shown in the entry earlier.
You'll notice that the plug-in sends data to the PICs in reverse order – this is an attempt to
balance out the datastream latency, so that PICs further on down in the chain are not still
receiving their data after the earlier PICs have already completely processed theirs. I don't know
whether this really matters or not, but it seemed like a good idea at the time. I should probably
make it an option. Also notice that the PC clock ticked between the time the data was received
and the time it was sent back out again.
Log entries containing output data also show any special processing that occurred. For example,
the “****” shown in the fourth entry in Region #3 indicates that there were 4 row-overflow
conditions that the plug-in corrected – the #rows/level were exceeded, so additional rows were
rescheduled to the next lower brightness level. The statistics dumped at the end of the
sequence show the total counts for these events.
Region #4 shows the next channel event from Vixen, and how it was processed.
Region #5 is another example channel event, but the “@@*@@*” notation indicates that there
were 2 row-overflows and 4 protocol-avoids (substitutions to avoid using a reserved protocol
byte) while processing the event.
The log will also show data coming back in from the Renard-HC, if it is connected in a full roundtrip loop. These entries will be marked with “[rcv]” in place of the frame#.
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Region #6 is probably the most interesting part of the log file. The Vixen Shutdown event at the
end of the sequence will dump out statistics collected by the plug-in during the sequence. First
the configuration options are listed; these just show the values from the Plugins or Setup window
shown earlier. Then the “Chipiplexing stats” section includes the following items:
• Total events = the number of Vixen channel events received. This should be equal to the
length of the sequence divided by the interval, unless it was interrupted.
• Total bytes in = the total number of bytes received in the Vixen channel events. This
should be equal to the number of intervals * the number of channels.
• Total bytes out = the total number of bytes sent out to the controller(s). Comparing this
value to the total bytes in provides an indication of how efficiently the data compression is
working. In the example shown, compression was about 5:1.
• For protocol = the total number of bytes output strictly for protocol purposes. This gives
an indication as to how much overhead there is in the overall protocol.
• For data = total bytes output for actual channel data (dimming values).
• Min data = the minimum data size that was sent.
• Max data = the largest data size that was sent.
• Average data = average data size sent out. This can be used as a measure of how
suitable chipiplexing is for this sequence, or to estimate the total number of channels that
can reasonably be run on this COM port.
• Dup bufs = number of times a duplicate output buffer was avoided. This may not be 0
because if Vixen filters out redundant channel updates on an all-or-nothing basis, but the
plug-in watches for duplicates for each PIC (groups of 56 channels).
• Protocol avoids = number of times a special Renard character was avoided. In order to
avoid sending out bytes that can interfere with the interpretation of the packet structure
by downstream PICs, the plug-in will use alternate data bytes. This will reduce the degree
of data compression slightly, since the alternate representation takes more bytes than the
preferred representation. The “@” in parentheses shows the indicator used to mark
events where this occurred earlier in the sequence. In the example, this occurred 94
times, so there are 94 occurrences of output buffers marked earlier in the log file (there
can be more than one occurrence for a given output buffer).
• Off channels = the total number of channel input bytes that were 0, and did not need to
be sent. This provides an indication of the sequence “density”. In the example, ~ 93% of
channel values in the sequence were 0, which is a rather low density. High numbers
indicate ideal candidates for chipiplexing, because there is a low number of channels on
compared to the overall number of channels.
• Near-off channels = the number of non-0 channel bytes that could be treated as 0. This
means they were below the Min Brightness threshold, and could be discarded.
• Near-full channels = the total number of channel bytes that could be treated as full on.
This means they were above the Max Brightness threshold, so the plug-in could merge
them with other high brightness values in order to reduce the data stream size.
• Min levels/rows/columns per event = the smallest number of brightness levels, rows, and
columns that occurred for any given event.
• Max = the highest number of brightness levels, rows and columns. This info can be
compared with the chipiplexing Setup parameters to determine whether there is likely to
be any lossiness for the sequence under the worst case conditions.
• Average = the average number of brightness levels, rows and columns that occurred for
any event within the sequence. This can be used to assess how appropriate chipiplexing
is for this sequence. The example showed an average of 8 unique brightness levels, and
25 columns, which is low enough to be easily handled by chipiplexing.
• Levels merged = the number of times that multiple brightness levels had to be merged in
order to meet the max data size restrictions - none in the example.
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• Rows overflowed = number of times that channels could not be set to the exact brightness
level as specified in the sequence. When there are too many rows of lights to turn on
within a given timeslot (brightness level), the plug-in will adjust the brightness of some of
those rows by scheduling them for the next or previous brightness levels instead (limited
by the Closeness value). In the example, this occurred 2664 times, nearly once per event
interval. Increasing or decreasing the brightness level by a few values is generally not
going to be noticeable. Places where this occurred were marked with a “*” earlier in the
log file, which allows me to carefully watch that section of the sequence to see if it really is
noticeable or not.
• Levels discarded = total number of brightness levels that were dropped. If the plug-in
cannot merge brightnesses that are close in order to achieve the desired data size limit,
then it will discard them if the Lossy option is set, or pop up an error message if Lossy is
not set.
• Rows discarded = total number of rows that were dropped. The plug-in will attend to drop
individual rows before it drops entire brightness levels (if Lossy is turned on), in order to
minimize the amount of “damage” done to achieve the data size limit.
Based on the stats for my sequences, they seem to be well suited to chipiplexing. I have found
the info in the log file to be useful for verifying whether chipiplexing is useful for me, as well as
verifying that the plug-in itself is working correctly. The biggest single improvement appears to
be due to not sending 0 bytes (off channels) to the controller, although other aspects of the
protocol compression also seem to help somewhat.
For anyone wanting to experiment with chipiplexing but uncertain as to whether it is suitable for
your sequences, you can just run them through the plug-in and look at the statistics – you don't
actually need a Renard-HC on the other end (unless you want to actually see the blinky flashy).
As a further illustration for how the protocol compresses data, consider a sequence that turns on
one channel at a time:

Figure 17. Sequence fragment to turn on channels one at a time
Here is a log file fragment showing how each additional channel is encoded into the row index
and column values, and how a row overflow pushes some of the channels into the next
brightness level (a “row overflow”):
[T+0:00:00.357]
[T+0:00:00.359]
[T+0:00:00.404]
[T+0:00:00.408]
[T+0:00:00.466]
[T+0:00:00.470]
[T+0:00:00.513]
[T+0:00:00.517]
[T+0:00:00.560]
[T+0:00:00.565]

Chipiplex[4] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[4] 4+4 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC 80 70 00 7E
Chipiplex[5] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[5] 4+4 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC 80 78 00 7E
Chipiplex[6] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[6] 4+4 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC 80 7C 00 7E
Chipiplex[7] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[7]@@* 4+7 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC 80 7C CB 80 02 00 7E
Chipiplex[8] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[8]@@* 4+7 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC 80 7D CB 80 02 00 7E
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Chipiplex[9] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[9]@@* 4+8 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC C0 7D 80 CB 80 02 00 7E
Chipiplex[10] 56 bytes in: FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ...
Chipiplex[10]@@* 4+8 bytes out: 7E 80 02 CC C0 7D A0 CB 80 02 00 7E

Listing 18. Additional channels encoded into row index and column bytes
In this case, the row overflow actually occurred a little earlier than expected. As each additional
channel was turning on, another bit was being added to the column bitmap: 0x40, 0x60, 0x70,
0x78, 0x7c, 0x7e, 0x7f, and then the row would have overflowed (first 2 values are not shown in
the log fragment above). However, 0x7e is the SYNC byte, so the plug-in forced a premature row
overflow to avoid using the SYNC byte.
2.6 Testing and Tuning
For a given number of channels, the Renard-HC hardware is simpler than a regular Renard.
However, the complexity of testing and problem diagnosis for Renard-HC is actually much higher.
Since SSR signals are shared within groups of 56 channels, they must be tested together as a
group as well as individually; individual channel testing will not detect cross-talk (interaction)
problems between any of the 8 data lines, as I unfortunately discovered. ☹

Channel Tester
I needed a convenient way to test an entire port at a time, but I found 56 SSRs and light strings
to be rather cumbersome to set up, and it took too much storage space. Instead, I used 8 digits
of a 7 segment LED display board. This makes a very convenient test tool for Renard-HC, since it
provides 8 x 7 = 56 LEDs in a convenient form factor.
I adapted a standard row/column multiplexed display board by rewiring it for charlieplexing, and
then connected a short piece of cat5 so I could just plug it into a Renard-HC port for testing.

Photo 19. 8 x 7 Segment test tool (56 channels)
The schematic for this matches the example 8x7 charlieplexing circuit shown earlier. Below is
the same circuit redrawn to show how it corresponds to the 7-segment LED digits. (Common
cathode digits are shown, but common anode digits could be used by adjusting the chipiplexing
transistors as described earlier):
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Figure 20. 8 x 7-Segment Charlieplexing circuit (common cathode shown)
I got a little distracted with this new “toy”, and started doing some “7 segment-Triks”
sequencing:

Photos 21a-c. “7 Segment-Triks” sequencing ☺
There are still some bugs to work out with the pseudo-PWM mode of the firmware - the segments
flickered a lot, but increasing the refresh rate will probably help a lot. This little diversion still
turned out to be a useful exercise, though, because it confirmed for me that the Renard-HC can
probably also be used for visible LED applications (more about this later).
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I'm still trying to figure out some easier testing methodology for the Renard-HC. A typical
problem is that with 1 bad pin or wire, I lose a whole row and column, which affects 14 channels
rather than just 1 as in a regular Renard. (Basically, you go from 8 x 7 = 56 down to 7 x 6 = 42
channels). To help isolate problematic I/O pins, I made a little cross-reference chart to help me
determine which I/O pins affect which channels:
Pin/bit

RA4 0x80 RA2 0x40 RA1 0x20 RA0 0x10 RC3 0x08 RC2 0x04 RC1 0x02 RC0 0x01

RA4 0x80 none

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

RA2 0x40 8

none

9

10

11

12

13

14

RA1 0x20 15

16

none

17

18

19

20

21

RA0 0x10 22

23

24

none

25

26

27

28

RC3 0x08 29

30

31

32

none

33

34

35

RC2 0x04 36

37

38

39

40

none

41

42

RC1 0x02 43

44

45

46

47

48

none

49

RC0 0x01 50

51

52

53

54

55

56

none

Table 22. I/O pin-to-channel map
This chart shows how groups of 56 channels map out to the schematic shown earlier. The rows
in the table show the pin and data packet bit used to drive the common cathode for that row,
while the columns show the pins and data bits used to drive individual SSR opto or LED anodes
within the row. For example, to turn on channel 52, RA1 would be pulled high to drive the
anode, and RC0 would be pulled low to drive the transistor on the common cathode. Within the
data stream, this would appear as a row index bit of 0x20 and a column bit of 0x01. Rearranging
the I/O pins going to the cat5 wires will shuffle the SSRs or LEDs around, but the channel-to-I/O
pin mapping in the table above will not change, since this is how the firmware actually maps the
channels to I/O pins (for a PIC16F688).
Using this table as a reference, I then turned on/off each channel individually to map out which
channel went to which LED segment. For example, my “7 segment Triks” mapped out as follows:

Figure 23. Example of how channels mapped to LEDs in the 7 Segment test tool
This actually looks more complicated than it really is. Knowing which channel goes where allows
me to associate LEDs with channel numbers and I/O pin(s), so if a given LED does not light, or if
multiple LEDs come on, then I know which I/O pins are affected and can fix them.
The channels appear to be scattered all over the place with no pattern in the figure above. If a
more orderly channel distribution is desirable (ie, top left is channel 1 and bottom right is
channel 56, and then something predictable in between), I just use the Channel Reorder function
in Vixen to rearrange the channels into a more intuitive pattern.
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Firmware Debug Console
Another way to test the Renard-HC is by interactively using the console commands built in to the
firmware. These can be used to display status information, or to run some simple tests. The
commands are intended for selective hardware testing, performance tuning, and firmware
debugging, and give an “inside look” at the actual run-time behavior of the PIC and firmware.
For more general-purpose testing, a test sequence in Vixen would be more appropriate.
I initially used the HyperTerminal tool that came with Windows, but since it is no longer included
in recent versions of Windows, I've switched over to using Putty instead. It is available at
http://www.putty.org. Any terminal emulator that supports COM ports should work.
For debugging the controller or SSRs, I run Putty and then enter console commands as needed to
test the hardware. For performance tuning, I first run a Vixen sequence, then close Vixen and
use Putty to look at the resulting performance stats collected by the firmware. (I plan to change
the Vixen plug-in to support this directly, rather than needing to exit out of Vixen to run Putty).
After starting up Putty, I first select the serial port options:

Figure 24. Putty serial port options
The standard serial port settings for Renard-style controIlers are 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no
parity. Flow control is not currently implemented in Renard-HC, so this should be set to “none”.
If Renard-HC has already been receiving data from Vixen, the baud rate has already been
selected, so the setting in Putty must match the baud rate in Vixen. If Renard-HC has not
received any data yet, then Putty can be used to set the baud rate, so I usually just pick 56k
baud because that will work with or without an external clock. With my development and show
computers, I use a USB-to-RS232 adapter, and the COM number port will change depending on
which USB port it's plugged in to, so I also need to select the appropriate COM port in Putty.
The default behavior of Putty is to send 0x7F instead of a Backspace character. This conflicts
with the Renard Escape code, so I also change this setting in Putty:

Figure 25. Default Putty Backspace setting should be changed
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I typically save the Putty configuration settings to make it easier to reuse them again next time:

Figure 26. Save Putty settings
Once the configuration options are set, I click Open and then start an interactive console session
with the PICs in the Renard-HC.

Figure 27. Entering Renard-HC console commands using Putty
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Immediately after a Renard-HC power-up or reset, the baud rate has not yet been selected, so
the first command entered in Putty must start with a tilda (“~”) character. This has an ASCII
code of 0x7E and matches the Renard SYNC byte, so it triggers the baud rate auto-detection
logic in Renard-HC. I find that I have to enter it twice, so the firmware probably needs a little
more work. If Renard-HC has already been receiving data, this step is not necessary, but I
usually do it anyway, just out of habit.
Renard-HC console commands are short sequences of characters, followed by a Carriage Return.
All commands are case-insensitive. Just hitting a Carriage Return by itself with no other
command will display a “hint”:
type “?” for help
Entering a “?” and then Carriage Return will display the complete list of supported console
commands. At the present time, these include:
• ?
display this list of commands
• #[=#]
show or set a channel value
• c[#]
clear all channels to a value
• d[d]
dump frame buffer contents
• e[#]
fatal error test
• g[#]
show or set config byte
• l#
tell one of the PICs to listen
• m#[=#]
show or set memory/register
• p
play back a test pattern/sequence
• r[r]
reset statistics or the whole PIC
• s
show status and statistics
• w
SSR pulse width test
These commands are described in more detail below. I tend to use the Dump Framebuffer and
the Status commands the most. When I'm finished using the console commands in Putty, I
sometimes go back in to Vixen and run another test sequence, then back into Putty to check the
results. I hope to change the Vixen plug-in to allow console commands to be entered directly
from within Vixen, but I have not implemented that feature yet, due to time constraints.
Even though the console commands can be intermixed with Vixen data packets on the same
COM port, the console commands typically generate more output than input, so they will
interfere with Renard packets coming from Vixen (sometimes channels will also flash during a
console command). I think this is reasonable since the console commands are intended for
interactive debug. So, it is better to explicitly switch back and forth between running a Vixen
sequence and entering console commands, rather than mixing them.
Get/Set Channel
This command allows the value for a specific channel to be displayed or changed, and is helpful
when diagnosing problems with individual controller channels or SSRs. The functions within
Vixen are more flexible than this command if you just want to test SSRs, so this command is
primarily for testing the Renard-HC firmware itself, or if there is not a Vixen sequence already
available.
There are 2 variations of this command:
#
#=#
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In the first variation, entering a number and hitting Return will display the current brightness
level for that channel. The channel number is relative to the PIC that is listening to the
command. Valid channel numbers are 1 – 56 for a PIC16F688 configured with 8 SSR control pins.
In the second variation, entering a channel number followed by “=” and then a value will set the
brightness level for the channel. For example, “5=128” would set the fifth channel to half
intensity. Valid brightness values are 0 – 255, and these correspond directly with the 1/256
dimming timeslot. The Vixen dimming curve does not apply here, since this is directly at the
controller level. Note that setting a value near the upper or lower extremes may cause flicker
with AC SSRs, because there may not be enough voltage to reliably turn on and latch the Triacs.
I found that my AC SSRs would flicker above 250. I also used to see this at the low end, but it
stopped happening after some recent firmware changes (I might have messed up the 1/256 ZC
timing).
When testing the firmware, I used the Dump Framebuffer command to verify that the Get/Set
Channel command was working correctly, as well as just looking at the lights.
There are actually R/G/B variations of the Get/Set Channel command, but those are not fully
implemented yet because I'm still experimenting with how I would like to handle RGB pixels.
Clear channels
The Clear Channels command allows all channels for the listening PIC to be cleared. There are 2
variations of this command:
c
c#
Entering a “c” by itself will turn off all the channels. If an optional brightness level follows it,
then the channels will be set to the selected brightness value. As with the Get/Set Channel
command, valid values for the brightness level are 0 – 255 (no dimming curve). I also used the
Dump Framebuffer command to verify that the Clear Channels command was working correctly.
As with the Set Channel command, very high or very low values may cause flicker.
Use caution with this command – turning on 56 channels all at once could overload a circuit and
trip circuit breakers or blow fuses. In terms of the Renard-HC power supply itself, the
chipiplexing resistors will determine the total current drawn, but the worst case is when all the
I/O pins are on at the same time, typically 8 of them per PIC. (56 channels would still only count
as 8, due to the chipiplexing). If the nominal current is 5 mA per channel, then turning on all
channels at the same time would draw 8 x 5 = 40 mA from the +5V supply, plus a little more for
the PIC itself (total current varies according to the value of the chipiplexing resistors).
Dump Frame Buffer
This command will display the current contents of a frame buffer, which contains a list of all the
active channels and their brightness levels. It represents a “snapshot” of channel packet data
sent from Vixen.
There are 2 variations of this command:
d
dd
Entering a “d” followed by Return will display the currently active frame buffer, which contains
the current brightness levels for all channels. Entering a double “d” (“dd”) will display the
inactive frame buffer, which is actually the previously active frame buffer, and allows me to “look
back” at the previous Vixen interval.
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The Renard-HC firmware uses 2 frame buffers, one as the active display list to refresh SSRs, and
the other to hold new channel data coming in from Vixen. The firmware swaps the frame buffers
back and forth after each update, so the inactive frame buffer actually contains a copy of the
display list from the previous Vixen interval. This is very useful when Vixen is stopped and resets
all the channels – I can look back to see what the channels were before Vixen turned them all off.
Frame buffers are displayed using the following format:
dim 0xA0('0): 204, rows 0xC, channels 0x77 [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], 0xFB [36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42]
dim 0xA4('4): 203, rows 3, channels 0xFD [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49], 0xFE [50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56]
dim 0xA8('8): 187, rows 0xC0, channels 0xF [4, 5, 6, 7], 0xBF [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]
dim 0xAC('12): 0 END

Each line shows a different brightness level, and starts with the word “dim” to indicate this. Next
is the start address of the brightness level, with the current offset from the start of the frame
buffer shown in parentheses. As mentioned earlier there are 2 frame buffers, and they have the
addresses 0xA0 and 0x120 on a PIC16F688. So in the example above, we are looking at the first
frame buffer (address 0xA0), and the first brightness level is stored at offset 0 relative to this
address, the second brightness level starts at offset 4, the third level is at offset 8, and the end
of list marker (where the fourth brightness level would have been), is at offset 12. Brightness
levels are listed in decreasing order of brightness because that is the order the PIC needs when
dimming channels (the brightest channels are turned on first).
The rest of the display format should be fairly obvious if you compare it with the protocol
described earlier. The actual brightness level is shown (in decimal), followed by the word “rows”
and the row index (in hex), followed by the word “channels” and a channel bitmap (hex byte) for
each bit in the row index. The channel bitmaps are also decoded to show the actual channel
numbers (within square brackets). In the example above, the first brightness level is 204, and its
row index is 0xC. This consists of 2 row bits: 0x8 and 0x4, so there are 2 rows that use this
brightness level. The first column bitmap (for row 0x8) is 0x77, so it contains 6 channels: 0x40
(channel 30), 0x20 (31), 0x10 (32), 0x04 (33), 0x02 (34), and 0x01 (35). The second column
bitmap (for row 0x04) is 0xFB, which contains all 7 channels: 0x80 (channel 36), 0x40 (37), 0x20
(38), 0x10 (39), 0x08 (40), 0x02 (41), and 0x01 (42). So this means that channels 30 – 42 are all
at brightness level 204. Similarly, channels 43 – 56 (which are also spread across 2 rows) are all
at brightness level 203. This was probably a row overflow condition, since the channels are all
within the same range and brightness levels are only different by 1. This probably also means
that the max Rows/Level was set to 2 in the Vixen plug-in (otherwise all 4 rows would have been
indexed as part of brightness level 204). The third set of channels is for brightness level 187, so
it would not have been from a row overflow.
Error Test
This command allows the error recovery logic to be tested. Entering “e” followed by a number
will trigger a run-time error with the specified value.
I mainly just used this command to test the error handling during development of the firmware.
There were various paranoid checks that would be performed at run time, which would throw an
error if various assertions were violated. For production usage, the firmware is currently
compiled to gracefully resume or ignore these error conditions. However, in future I would like to
add some “error logging” to save diagnostic info in the PIC's EEPROM. The Fatal Error test
function will be useful for testing that, so I left it enabled within the firmware.
Get/Set Config Byte
Renard-HC data packets contain a config byte to allow run-time selection of some options. This
command will display or change the currently active config byte.
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There are 2 variations of this command:
g
g#
Entering a “g” followed by Return will just display the current config byte. Entering a number
after the “g” will set the config byte to the specified value. For now this is a decimal number so
you will need to practice your binary arithmetic ☺. At some point I should change this to at least
accept a hex value.
Even though there are 2 frame buffers, they share the same config byte. Changing the config
byte in a way that conflicts with the current frame buffer contents may cause unpredictable
display behavior for any channels that are currently turned on, so caution should be used if there
are any delicate props connected to the controller. However, it's not possible to put the firmware
itself into an unknown state by using an invalid config byte (at least, not that I'm aware of).
Listen Command
The console commands are intended to be processed by only one PIC, but a Renard-HC may
contain several PICs. The Listen command can be used to select which PIC should process the
console commands. This will prevent the non-listening PICs from generating extraneous output
intermixed with the desired PIC's output.
Entering an “L” (upper or lower case), followed by a number will select one of the PICs. They are
numbered consecutively in reverse order, with the PIC furthest away from Putty or Vixen being
#0. For example, in a 4-PIC Renard-HC, the PICs would be numbered 3, 2, 1, 0, with #3 being
the PIC closest to the computer (handles the lowest channel numbers).
By default, PIC #0 (last PIC in the chain) will be listening to the console unless another PIC has
been explicitly selected with a Listen command. Even though only one PIC is officially listening,
the other PICs are still “half-listening” - they will ignore all console commands until they see a
Listen command addressed to them, at which time they will become the listening PIC.
If channel data has been sent from Vixen, the PICs will already know their numeric addresses (it
is derived from the Renard Command bytes). Otherwise, the PICs will have unknown addresses
and the firmware will attempt to figure this out by itself. I'm still working on this feature, so it
doesn't work yet. For now, they will all think they are PIC #0, but if they see that another PIC
responded, they will simply ignore the console command.
Get/Set Memory or Register
This command allows a PIC register or General Purpose RAM location to be displayed or modified.
I put this in there as a catch-all, in case there was data in the PIC that I wanted to see but had
not made accessible by one of the other console commands.
There are 2 variations of this command:
m#
m#=#
In the first variation, entering “m” followed by a number (an actual address) and then Return will
display the contents of that register or RAM location. Valid addresses are 0 up to the highest
RAM location or 255, whichever is lower. (To see higher addresses, use the Dump Framebuffer
command, since that is the only data up there anyway). Note that some addresses within the
valid range may not be implemented within the PIC (in which case it would display 0, I think). I
can provide a list of interesting addresses if anyone would like that info.
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In the second variation, entering a memory or register address followed by “=” and then a value
will set that register or RAM location to the specified value. For example, “m1=128” would set
Timer 0 to 128, or “m0=255” would set whatever FSR is pointing to (probably the active frame
buffer) to 255. Obviously you can do a lot of damage with this command. Actually, it's kind of
interesting to see how badly messed up the firmware can get by using this command ☺. I think
it's main purpose would be to fix up a memory location that was corrupted due to a firmware
bug, in the event that you did not want to just reset the processor and lose some important
performance statistics. I suppose I should modify this command to also allow EEPROM to be read
or written.
I don't know if it's possible to physically damage the PIC by setting selected registers to weird
values, so caution is advised when using this command. I think I read somewhere that if the
oscillator tuning register gets wiped out, then a special procedure is needed in order to restore
the PIC to a working condition (or maybe it was the config bits).
Playback Test Pattern
The Playback command is useful for testing several channels together, and does not require
Vixen to be running a test sequence (although Vixen would provide more flexibility). I suppose
this is the beginnings of a “stand alone” feature for Renard-HC.
Currently one specific test sequence is hard-coded in the firmware. The Playback command will
turn on one channel at a time for ½ second each, and after all the channels have been tested, it
will then turn on one row at a time (groups of 7 channels).
Eventually I'd like to make the test sequence downloadable, which would give complete standalone sequence capability to Renard-HC (one of the channels could be used to turn an MP3
player on/off). Probably the way this should work is that Vixen can send the channel data, then a
Macro command can be used to “burn” the current frame buffer to EEPROM, for later playback.
Reset Status/Statistics
The Reset command can be used to reset statistics/status information, or the entire PIC. This is
useful for clearing out performance data between sequences prior to performance tuning or
testing.
There are 2 variations of this command:
r
rr
Entering an “r” followed by Return will reset all of the data displayed by the Status command (I/O
stats, performance stats, elapsed time clock). Entering a double “r” (“rr”) will force the PIC to go
through its initialization sequence, which includes everything (including resetting the baud rate)
except adjusting the internal clock speed to 8 MHz. Maybe it should also include that?
Display Status/Statistics
This command displays some key status info and performance statistics for the firmware. I find
this to be the most interesting command.
Some example output from this command was shown in an earlier screen shot:
Renard-HC 1.0c (1/25/10)
Time: 0:15:30 (930), 18MHz ext, ts1 (19461), baud 57600 (19), adrs 3
ZC: 120, min/max 119/121, width 23, ts0 17 (183), ovcl 2
TTY: good 3575, bad 0, char 144401, ovr 5@22, frm 2@14, timo 0, junk 2
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The following items are displayed:
• Renard-HC 1.0c (1/25/10)
Firmware version and date stamp. This helps me keep track of which version of firmware
is flashed into which controllers.
• Time: hh:mm:ss (seconds)
This is an elapsed time counter since power-up or reset, driven off of Timer 1. It seems to
be fairly accurate - it was dead on (within ½ second, which is as close as I could measure)
after a separate 9 hour test running a Vixen sequence with constant activity (up to 56
channel changes at a time) at 50 msec. During this time, the firmware processed over ½
M packets and nearly 10M bytes with SSRs over-clocked at 2x, so this tells me that the
cooperative multi-tasking is reliable.
The time is displayed first in hours:minutes:seconds format, and then the total #seconds
follows that within the parentheses. The seconds counter is 16 bits, so it will wrap after
about 18 hours (65536 = 18:12:16).
• 18 MHz ext
The current clock speed is displayed here. This can be used to confirm if an external clock
is present and working correctly. The numeric values are hard-coded, so the text is really
just a status indicator. There are 3 possible values:
“8 MHz int” = the PIC is running on the internal oscillator at the speed shown, and is not
configured to accept an external clock.
“18 MHz ext” = the PIC is running with an external clock at the speed shown
“8 MHz int (failover)” = the PIC is running on the internal oscillator but was configured to
use an external clock. If an external clock is present, it is not working.
• ts1 (#)
This value shows the Timer 1 preset, which is useful for verifying timing calculations. The
value is 65536 – instr/sec / prescalar 2 / 50 Hz + overhead. For an 18MHz clock, this value
should be 65536 – 18.432M/4 instr/sec / prescalar 2 / 50 Hz + 5 overhead = 19461. For an
8 MHz clock, it should be 65536 – 8M/4 / prescalar 2 / 50 Hz + 5 = 45541.
• baud # (#)
The first number shows the current baud rate, with the corresponding baud rate generator
value (SPBRG register) displayed within parentheses after that. I suppose this info is
redundant, because the text wouldn't even be readable if the value was wrong, but I still
like to see it as a positive confirmation. On an 18 MHz clock, the baud rates should be
exact. However, at 8 MHz, some baud rates are not exact; for example, 56k baud with an
8MHz clock will be 55555, because that's as close as the baud rate generator can get. I
should probably turn on HIGHBAUD_OK for more accuracy, but I wasn't sure how old my
PICs were.
• adrs #
This shows the PIC's “address”. In a multi-PIC controller, each PIC has a distinct address
so console commands can be directed to a specific PIC using the Listen command.
Otherwise the output would be garbled because multiple PICs would be responding to the
same console command. The address is derived from the Command byte sent by Vixen
within the Renard data packets. If none have been received yet, the PIC addresses will
default to 0, but the PICs will try to guess what their address really is based upon whether
another PIC has responded to console commands (this feature needs a little more work to
make it reliable).
• ZC: ##
The current ZC rate per second is displayed. With a regular ZC circuit such as an H11AA1,
this should be either 120 (60 Hz) or 100 (50 Hz). For an H11A1-based polarized ZC circuit,
this should be either 60 or 50. If a ZC signal is not present, it will show “50 fallback”,
indicating that a 50 Hz refresh rate is being used, but channels are not synced to it.
• min/max #/#
If the ZC tracking option was enabled when the firmware was compiled, the lowest and
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highest ZC rates will be displayed. These values show how stable the ZC signal is, and
should be very close if the ZC signal is stable. In the example, they are +/- 1 probably
because the sampling window is not exactly synced to the PIC clock. These values will be
meaningless if the ZC signal is absent; 0 or random values indicate a problem with ZC.
• width ##
This is the width of the ZC pulse, measured in multiples of timeslots (1/256 ZC rate). This
can be useful for seeing how much “dead time” is at the ends of each AC half-cycle, or for
debugging the ZC circuit itself. A very wide ZC would reduce the usable dimming range,
while a very narrow ZC may cause flicker at either end due to insufficient voltage for the
Triacs to reliably turn on. A value of around 25 would be typical for a correctly functioning
H11AA1-based ZC signal, and represent a 10% duty cycle (25 / 256 ≃ 10%). I saw values
ranging from 19 – 28 during testing. I'm not sure why there was so much variability; there
might be a bug in the way the firmware measures this, but it was close enough for my
purposes.
• ts0 # (#)
This shows Timer 0 timing values, which correspond to the actual dimming timeslot size.
The first number is the approximate timeslot duration in usec (using Timer 1 as a time
base), and is off by several % due to integer arithmetic and rounding errors (the PIC
doesn't support floating point arithmetic ☹) and because Timer 1 is not an exact multiple
of Timer 0. The timeslot for no SSR over-clocking (1/256 ZC) should be 32.6 or 39 usec for
60 or 50 Hz AC operation, respectively, or 16.3 or 19.5 usec for 60 or 50 Hz AC when
running at 2x over-clock (1/512 ZC). In the example above, 17 is surprisingly close to the
expected value of 16.3 usec.
The second number (in parentheses) is the actual preset value, and should be 256 –
instr/sec / prescalar / dimmer resolution / AC half-cycle freq + overhead. For an 18MHz
clock at 60 Hz AC, this value should be 256 – 18.432M/4 / 2 / 256 / 120 + 2 = 183. For an
8 MHz clock at 50 Hz AC, it should be 256 – 8M/4 / 2 / 256 / 100 + 2 = 219.
• ovcl #
This value shows the maximum over-clock, which affects how many rows can be turned on
within any given timeslot. The firmware can be compiled for a maximum of 1x, 2x, 3x or
4x, but the highest practical value is currently 2x for a PIC16F688. The Config byte will
allow the over-clock to be reduced (eventually; this feature isn't done yet).
• TTY: good #
This is the number of Renard data packets successfully received. A 24-bit counter is used.
With a worst case of 1 msec per packet (which is unattainable), this would wrap after ~ 4
1/3 hours, which is plenty of time to gather run-time statistics.
• bad #
The number of garbled packets is displayed. Currently a premature end-of-list indicator
(null byte) is the only condition that causes this. An 8-bit counter is used, but it will stay at
255 instead of wrapping, which is adequate for showing if there is a problem.
• char #
This is the total number of bytes successfully received. A 24-bit counter is used. The
worst-case wrap-around with a continuous data stream at 115k baud is about 24 minutes.
A more typical wrap-around time would be 3x to 4x that, which is plenty long enough for
me to collect statistics on my sequences.
• ovr #@#
The first number indicates the total number of overrun errors during input from the serial
port. This is an 8-bit counter, but will not wrap after 255. The second number is the total
character count received at the time of the last overrun error. Comparing this to the total
character count gives an indication for how recently the last overrun error occurred.
• frm #@#
This is the number of framing errors during serial input, followed by the total character
count when the last error occurred. The framing error count will not wrap after 255.
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• timo #
This number shows the number of times that a channel data packet “timed out” - that is,
took “too long” to receive. A timeout is considered to be at least 20 msec between
consecutive bytes when receiving a channel data packet, and indicates some kind of
communications problem. This is an 8-bit counter that will not wrap after 255.
• junk #
This is a count of the number of unrecognized characters at the end of a channel data
packet, after a timeout, or totally unrecognized before the next SYNC byte. It also counts
the number of characters “received” before the baud rate has been determined, although
that is probably not an accurate count. This is an 8-bit counter, but it will not wrap after
255, so it is adequate for determining if there is a significant communications problem.
There can be additional data shown, depending on some of the firmware compile options, but
data for the normally enabled options is described above.
Eventually I will probably change the Vixen plug-in to send a Status command and then analyze
the results, so the plug-in can show whether the controller is present and working correctly. It
could also look at the firmware version stamp to check for compatibility.
When examining this data, I like to get a “second opinion”, so I find it interesting to compare the
firmware statistics to the plug-in statistics. For the example shown above, the corresponding
statistics from the plug-in were:
[T+0:03:07.394] Chipiplexing stats:
[T+0:03:07.510] Total events 3574, total bytes in 775558, total bytes out 144328, for
protocol 57184 (7% of inlen), for data 87144 (11% of inlen), min data 5, max data 38,
average data 24, dup bufs(=) 0, protocol avoids(@) 257
[T+0:03:07.513] Off channels (not sent) 691280, near-off channels (not sent) 51, near-full
channels (treated as full on) 13903
[T+0:03:07.515] Min levels/rows/columns per event 1, 1, 1, max 11, 13, 93, average 6, 9, 74
[T+0:03:07.516] Levels merged(^) 0, rows overflowed(*) 24672, levels discarded(!) 0, rows
discarded(-) 0

There are minor variances between the plug-in counts and the firmware stats, but they are close
enough to tell me that they are probably reasonably accurate. There may be bugs that are
causing the numbers to not be 100% correct, but they're close enough for my purposes. For
example, the total packets sent by the plug-in was 3574, but the number of packets seen by the
firmware was 3575. Also, total bytes received by the firmware was 144401, but sent by the
plug-in was 144328. (Console commands also count towards the firmware's count). BTW, this
shows a compression ratio of over 5:1 (compared to the total input length), so I guess I can make
my TSO WIW sequence at least 10x as complex at this baud rate ☺.
In some cases, the plug-in has info beyond what can be tracked by the firmware, such as the
lossiness of the dimming. The plug-in log shows that some rows overflowed (which would result
in a slight adjustment to the brighness levels of some channels), but none were discarded, so
there was probably not any visually noticeable degradation.
SSR Pulse Width Test
Since groups of channels are mutually exclusive (due to the chipiplexing), it is not possible to
turn them all on simultaneously. AC SSRs rely on the latching feature of the Triacs to keep the
lights on (non-PWM mode), while visible LEDs (DC dimming) rely on POV to give the appearance
of being steadily lit. In order to set all channels to the same brightness level, the dimming
timeslots must be sub-divided so that each group of channels can be addressed using a shorter
SSR control pulse within the timeslot for the desired brightness level.
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When chipiplexing, it is desirable to use as short of an SSR control pulse as possible, in order to
allow more rows to be sent within a given timeslot. The purpose of the SSR Pulse Width test is to
help determine the minimum pulse width needed to turn on the AC SSRs. The listening PIC will
fade and ramp the last row of channels (50 - 56), gradually reducing the SSR control pulse width
each time. As it does so, it will display the approximate SSR pulse width in usec (this is an
approximation due to integer arithmetic and mismatched time base). The minimum pulse width
has been reached when the lights either start to flicker or no longer turn on at all.
The pulse width used by the regular Renard firmware is about 32 usec for 60 Hz AC or 39 usec
for 50 Hz AC, so the SSR Pulse Width test will start around 45 usec, and decrease by about 3
usec each time until it reaches about 5 usec. There is no point in testing beyond that point since
the PIC can't run that fast anyway. The PIC16F688 seems to “top out” at around 12 usec (2.5x
over-clocking when running at 18.432 MHz with 60 Hz AC), but there are other PICs than can run
faster.
The standard U.S. AC SSRs (680  resistor with 120 VAC) appear to be capable of turning on
significantly faster than 32 usec. I was surprised that my AC SSRs were able to turn on all the
way down to 5 usec. Maybe there is a bug in the Pulse Width test; I would like to verify the
timing with a scope some time. According to the current vs. turn-on time curve in the MOC3023
datasheets, the optos will turn on faster if they are driven with a higher current, so I chose 330 
for the AC SSRs used with the Renard-HC (hoping for 2x as fast turn-on). It appears that this was
not necessary, and I could have just stuck with 680 .
3. SSRs
Although standard DIYC SSRs will work with chipiplexing (as long as the input-side resistors are
adjusted or bypassed), it is not an ideal match because the standard DIYC SSRs only use 4 wires
of a cat5 for signals, whereas a charlieplexing/chipiplexing controller can utilize all 8 wires to
minimize cabling.
I had been using SSR7s and all 8 wires in the cat5 for the rest of my display, so I decided to
continue this approach with the Renard-HC. However, since I added several new props that
required 16 channels each, I decided to go with higher capacity “dual SSR7s”. I configured them
to allow daisy-chaining, so that one cat5 cable can carry 56 channels out to 4 of the dual SSR7s:
Controller port
(56 channels)

cat5

SSR14

cat5

SSR14

cat5

SSR14

cat5

SSR14

Figure 28. One cat5 cable carries control signals to 4 SSR14s (56 channels)
The standard DIYC SSR design seems to use a common anode (+5V sent to all optos, and then
individual optos pulled low to turn on the channels). With charlieplexing/chipiplexing, either
common anode or common cathode will work. However, the channels will be spread out
differently across SSRs. I typically just plug in all the lights and then reorder the channels in
Vixen anyway, so having the channels arranged differently across SSRs is no more effort than
usual.
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From previous SSR14

To next SSR14

Photo 29. Daisy-chainable SSR14 (Dual SSR7)
3.1 Schematic
I used a regular AC SSR schematic and just added parts to get the desired number of channels,
and then removed the resistors from the input side of the optos, since those are now on the
controller board itself. I could have left them on the SSRs and put the chipiplexing transistors on
the SSRs also, but that would have required using one wire in the cat5 for the ground, and I
didn't want to do that. (It would only give 42 channels instead of 56).

Figure 30. SSR14 (dual SSR7) schematic
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This is just a regular AC SSR circuit, but repeated twice and with extra channels added. Two of
the cat5 wires form the common anodes for the 2 “rows” of optos. This choice was arbitrary, and
they could have been common cathodes rather than common anodes. Also, the cat5 signals are
“rotated” 2 positions before they are sent back out again, for daisy-chaining purposes. This
allows 4 copies of the exact same circuit to be daisy-chained, and each board will handle 2
different chipiplexed rows.
3.2 Construction
As with the Renard-HC itself, I used stripboard to build the SSR14s. Although a little crowded, I
found that a dual-SSR7 would also just nicely fit onto a half-size (2“ x 3¾“) Futurlec stripboard.
As with other stripboard projects, I start by marking the board, then drilled holes and removed
copper to break up the traces, and then cleaned it up a little before starting to add components.
I also had to enlarge a few of the holes to accept heavier gauge wire.

Photos 31a-d. Enlarged holes, added opto sockets, and RJ45 socket
Rather than using 14 6-pin sockets, I economized slightly by using 6 14-pin sockets. This worked
well since they were end-to-end with no space in between them anyway (2 middle photos,
above). I also removed pins from the sockets for the opto pins that should not be connected,
rather than cutting legs off the optos. The RJ45 was a little awkward to connect to the stripboard
since the traces didn't line up, but I found that a few short jumpers and careful trace planning
made it not too bad.

Photos 32a-c. Triac and Fuse placement
I had to bend one of the leads on some of the Triacs, due to the way the traces were spread out.
To get the Triacs in a nice straight line, I held them in position with a couple of spare pieces of
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stripboard and then soldered them. Also, I put a 5A fuse on each half of the SSR, rather that
using one fuse for the entire board, and tried to make the load-bearing traces as short as
possible. Even though these SSRs would only need to handle 1 mini-light string each, I wanted a
little extra capacity for when I rearrange the display layout.
If anyone wants to try this, the stripboard layout is shown below:

Figure 33a+b. SSR14 stripboard layout: bare traces and jumpers/components
3.3 Parts List
The circuit and parts list are from regular AC SSRs, except that the resistors on the input side of
the optos were moved over to the controller.
As I built them, the parts list for each of the SSR14s were as follows:
Description

Source

Qty/Price

2“ x 3¾“ stripboard

Futurlec STPBRD2

1 x 0.95

14-pin sockets

Mouser 571-1-390261-3

6 x 0.11

BTA08-400B Triacs

Mouser 511-BTA08-400B

14 x 0.71

MOC3023 optos

Mouser 859-MOC3023

14 x 0.40

120  resistors

Mouser 271-120-RC

14 x 0.02

RJ45 sockets

Mouser 571-5555164-1

2 x 0.85

2-pin connectors

Mouser 538-39890-0302

8 x 0.43

Fuse holders

Mouser 441-R324-GR

2 x 1.12

5A fast acting fuses

Mouser 504-GMA-5

2 x 0.28

total

$25 approx

The Euro-style connectors are optional; they are relatively pricey, but are convenient for
occassional wire removal. That gave me a basic cost of a little under $2/channel. There are
many options for enclosures and power connections, but I typically use dual electrical outlets
which are pretty cheap, so my final cost was around $2/channel.
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3.4 Enclosures
There are various ways to mount SSRs, but I like using outlets when the props are close enough
that additional extension cords are not needed. Since these SSRs would be placed right behind
props and not visible from the front, I just mounted them using “ganged” outlet structures.
I started with a couple of pieces of 1” x 2”s, then attached a power cord and the SSR circuit
board to the top piece (using plastic tubing for stand-offs), and ground stakes to the bottom
piece. Here are some photos from the construction process:

Photos 34a-c. SSR14 mounting
Then I attached and wired 2 rows of outlets (back to back), working across from one side to the
other. In order to keep all the hot and neutral connections in the same vicinity, outlets on one
side of the structure were “upside down” compared to the outlets on the other side.

Photos 35a-c. Adding outlets, starting at one end
I broke off the tabs on the hot side of the outlets and connected each Triac to one outlet (green
wires in the photos). I left the tabs on the common side of the outlets, and wired them using a
common lead (yellow or white wires in the photos). Since the load on each channel would be 1
or 2 mini-light strings, I just used 18 AWG wire for the common lead. Heavier loads would have
required either heavier wire, or multiple feeds (possibly one coming from each end of the SSR
structure, or a separate lead for the top and bottom outlets).
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Photos 36a-c. Connecting individual Triacs and common leads.
After the outlets were attached to the top piece of 1” x 2” and wired, I fastened them to the
bottom piece of 1” x 2” to complete the structure:

Photos 37a-c. After all channels are connected, attaching the stakes and bottom piece.
Since outlets are in pairs but the SSR7s have an odd number of channels available, I either leave
one of the Triacs unconnected and leave it as a spare, or I connect all 7 and then hard-wire the
last half of the last outlet to the hot lead for a constant-on outlet. The constant-on outlet is
handy for daisy chaining to another set of SSRs, and helps to cut down on the “snake pit” effect.
I only do this for lightly loaded SSRs, and I always connect the constantly-on outlet to the
incoming power leads, so it does not go through the lighter wires used within the SSR structure.
Although most of the SSR14s were mounted as shown above, I used an alternate configuration
on a few of them. For example, I used 1 of the SSR14s to add an additional 12 branches to my
midi-tree. Last year the tree had 12 doubled-over branches on it, so I decided to double that
again for this past season and “fill in” the tree a little more. Since the bank-selected color
scheme worked well last time, I went with that same approach for the new SSR14 and configured
it as a 4 rows of 12 channels. I won't repeat the wiring diagram for that here, since it is
described in another article:
http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/dynamics/showentry.php?e=32&catid=17
In order to provide 48 channels, I used 2 tiers of outlets, with an additional 2”x2” in between
tiers to hold them together. I broke off both tabs so each outlet would be independent from its
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twin. As with my other tree SSRs, I also added diodes, the “magic ingredient”, in series with
each outlet, in order to be able to wire the outlets into a row/column matrix. Otherwise, the
construction technique was similar to what I described above for the other SSR14s.

Photos 38a-d. Connecting Triacs through diodes to outlets, 2 tiers of outlets.
Due to the added weight, I used solid feet rather than stakes to hold the SSR structure upright. I
attached the diode bridge and bank-select relays onto one of the feet. This “personality module”
allows the channels to run as a 4 x 12 row/column matrix rather than just 14 normal channels.

Photos 39a-c. Connecting the feet, bridge, and bank-select relays.
I was happy with the compact form factor of the SSR 4x12. It was able to easily fit inside the
base of the tree along with the other SSR4x12, to give me a total of 24 four-color branches using
only 28 SSRs and a few extra parts. It was also easily “field serviceable”, as the circuit board,
relays and bridge could easily be accessed or swapped out with replacement parts if needed.
4. Future Plans
For the 2009 Christmas season, I was able to get the basic Renard-HC functionality working well
enough with AC SSRs to use it in the display. There was some flickering while channels were on
(more like shimmering, actually), but that problem was mostly resolved with some adjustments
to the hardware and firmware. I think that was due more to my poor electronics design skills
than to a problem inherent in the chipiplexing technique itself.
Since the Renard-HC worked reasonably well for my 2009 display, I have plans to expand my
usage of it in future. However, I will keep this at a “personal project” level. I do not intend to
start coop'ing and distributing boards and parts to other DIYC members, since it is largely
experimental in nature and I cannot guarantee good results for anyone else's display. (The parts
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are pretty much the same as for the regular Renard DIYC controllers, anyway). I suppose if there
is interest in turning this thing into an official DIYC project at some point, then I'll try to be
supportive of that, but it would need to be a community effort. Regardless of that, I am willing to
provide clarifications or more details on what I did to get this working for my display, or maybe
provide some limited assistance to anyone else who is adventurous enough to try this out for
themselves.
Further Refinements
There are still some bugs to work out, and I will be working on those as I need them. For
example, there is still a slight shimmer to be resolved with AC dimming, but it is not noticeable
unless channels are on steady, so this doesn't happen much in my typical sequences. So far I
have ruled out cat5, serial port, Vixen plug-in, and probably also the controller, optos and Triacs
as possible causes (since it happened on all channels), so it might just be a problem within the
SSR itself and not the Renard-HC. (Maybe I packed the parts too tightly, or there is some stray
cross-talk). The “backward” transistors still bother me. It looks like there is still enough room for
tweaking the hardware and firmware that this problem can eventually be resolved (although
maybe not by me, since it may require a higher level of experience than what I have). A scope
trace would probably help to pin-point the problem. I don't have one, but that might be a fun
thing to start playing with.
I would like to further improve the firmware (mainly for usability, but also some functionality for
new RGB LED applications), so it looks like I will be continuing to work on the firmware on an ongoing basis. However, since I will be releasing the source code, I will not really be the “owner” of
the firmware. Anyone is free to use or modify it (for non-commercial purposes) according to the
“non-commerical, share alike” principle (see the license terms for details).
If anyone would like to modify the source code but is having difficulty with it, let me know and I
might be able to help, either by providing hints or by actually making the changes.
Applications/Roadmap
On the sequences I used in 2009, I was getting about a 4:1 to 8:1 compression ratio on the data
stream sent to the Renard-HC from the Vixen plug-in. This is due to the way the byte stream is
formatted, but mostly because off channels are not sent at all and I tend to have a lot of
channels off in my sequences. A standard Renard running at 115k baud with a 50 msec interval
can send a total of 576 bytes per interval, for a maximum of ~ 550 channels after taking into
account protocol overhead. With an average compression of 4:1 to 8:1 on the Renard-HC, the
maximum may now be more like 2,000 to 4,000 low duty cycle channels per COM port, which
gives me a generous amount of headroom on the number of channels I can run. So now I am
thinking about adding high channel count props into the display.
Okay, so now that it looks like I could theoretically run 1,000s of channels, how best to put them
to use (and at a reasonable price point)? The first 2 applications that come to mind are based on
strings or grids of individually addressable “pixels”. I'll describe how I'm currently planning to do
those, along with some other ideas, below.
4.1 Addressable C7 pixels
Renard-HC can drive a string of individually addressable lights using AC SSRs. However, at
$2/channel, the cost of large quantities of AC SSRs will add up significantly.
C7 light strings have a convenient form-factor for outlining house or yard features. They are
very convenient because they are powered directly by the household line voltage (120 VAC in
the U.S.) without additional transformers or other components, so they can be used with AC
phase angle dimming , but the bulbs are connected in parallel so the strings can be cut to any
length without rewiring or terminators. They have the further advantage that they are bright
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enough to use individually, but their individual power usage is low enough that an opto can
control them directly without extra components such as a Triac - in essence, the MOC3023 optos
can be used as stand-alone “C7 SSRs” (YMMV - this does not follow the manufacturer's
recommended usage).
The sample C7 strings that I have also appear to be “adjustable” - I was able to remove the
sockets by fiddling with the hooks that hold on the base, and change their position or move them
to different wire.

Photo 40. Removable C7 socket.
With strings of individually addressable C7s, larger quantities of small props such as luminaries,
snowflakes, etc can be used in the display, or chase sequences can be used to outline larger
objects. A larger scale “C7-Triks” could even be constructed by folding or looping strings of
individually addressable C7s back and forth to form a grid.
In the past, I've built single-channel SSRs on small pieces of stripboard, but with the Renard-HC,
the input-side resistors are actually on the controller circuit board rather than the SSR board, so
the opto is the only component that would be left. A circuit board isn't really needed if the opto
can be affixed directly to the C7 socket. So I estimate the per-pixel cost of individually
addressable C7 pixels to be approx $0.85 (based on $0.40 for a MOC3023 + 1 foot of cat5 at
$0.10/foot + $5 for a 25 ct C7 string + a shared Renard-HC 224), which seems like a reasonable
price for monochrome pixels that are this bright and have a 360o viewing angle.
4.2 RGB Pixel grids
I've wanted to make a “garage door -Triks” for a couple of years now, but it took lower priority
due to the high per-pixel cost and lack of integration directly into Vixen sequences. (LED-Triks
sequences are triggered by Vixen, but run asynchronously with the rest of the sequence). With
Renard-HC, it looks like I may now be able to drive strings or grids of RGB LEDs directly from
within the sequence, as part of the main data stream rather than as a separately handled
datastream, so it can be reliably synced, and use the same COM port.
The Renard-HC firmware itself needs to have a few more features added in order to handle RGB
LEDs better (a color palette in particular). I will probably make an RGB LED tester to replace the
7-Segment tester that I have been using.
I will also need to port the firmware to a PIC16F689/690 and change the chipiplexing resistor
values, since I will want to drive the LEDs at around 20 mA each. If I can get the pseudo-PWM
mode of Renard-HC working well enough, I estimate the per-pixel cost of individually addressable
RGB LED pixels to be about $0.80 (based on $0.40 for an RGB LED + 1 foot of cat5 at $0.10/foot
+ a shared Renard-HC 224). Again, an actual circuit board would not be needed for each pixel,
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since all the drive components are on the Renard-HC itself. This probably wouldn't look as nice
as other DIYC RGB pixel designs from DIYC forum members using a dedicated controller for each
pixel, but it might provide basic RGB capability that is “good enough” for my purposes. If I can't
get this to work, then my fall-back plan will probably be to use some of the other designs,
although that would be more expensive than using a Renard-HC.
Even if I can drive the RGB pixels directly from within Vixen, it would be awkward to do this due
to the current Vixen user interface, so I've also started working on a Vixen plug-in to make RGB
pixel manipulation easier. The idea is to use an RGB color palette that can be defined using
triplets of dummy channels, and then the real channels can just reference one of the (R, G, B)
triplets. There would also need to be some functions in there for animation and setting color
gradients. I suppose it is something like an animated GIF editor for Vixen.
If I manage to get an RGB pixel grid running on the garage door at a reasonable cost, then I'd
also like to try overlaying RGB pixel grids onto my other wireframe props – sort of a “prop-Triks”.
It will probably take me several steps to get to that point, but I think the overall effect would be
worth it. In order to reduce the cost and number of pixels, I may need to use short gluesticks as
diffusers, which would reduce the number of RGB pixels by a factor of 2 – 4.
4.3 SSR doubling
With a slight change to the firmware and replacing the H11AA1 with an H11A1, the ZC signal
becomes polarized and SSRs can control 2 channels instead of one. For half-wave LEDs, they
can just be connected as-is in pairs (oriented in opposite directions). For incandescent lights, a
series diode would need to be added to make them half-wave, then each AC SSR can control 2
light strings:

Figure 41. Half-wave SSR doubler circuit
If a half-wave scheme such as SSR-doubling is used with the C7 SSRs described earlier, so that
each opto drives a pair of C7s on alternating AC half-cycles, then the effective cost for C7 pixels
would drop down to about $1.10 for 2 pixels (add another bulb and a pair of diodes), or $0.65
per pixel. This is getting pretty close to my original but abandoned plan to use 9 or 10 ct minilight strings for pixels (the plan was to cut up 100 ct strings into sub-strings of 9 or 10 bulbs).
4.4 Renard Retrofit
I am also considering “retro-fitting” my older Renard controller with the Renard-HC firmware.
This will give me 7x the number of channels with no additional controller hardware (other than
the transistors and resistors), and cut down on cables by a factor of 7 (I use all 8 wires to carry
data).
My older controller is a custom stripboard Renard, but any type of Renard controller could be
adapted this way. I should be able to do this by adding the resistors and transistors to the
Renard outputs, and removing them from the input side of the optos in the SSRs (by shorting
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them), and then using a fan out “adapter” to split the chipiplexed signals out into dedicated
signals.

Photos 42a+b. Renard chipiplexing retrofit adapter.
I have already built a little “de-chipiplexing” adapter that I used for other purposes during the
past Christmas season. It accepts an 8-wire chipiplexed signal from the Renard-HC in through an
RJ45 jack, then “rotates” them one wire at a time, sending them out to 8 RJ45 jacks. Since I'm
mostly using SSR7s in the rest of the display, this will work quite nicely for connecting my older
SSRs to the Renard-HC. If I had only been sending 4 signals per cat5 cable, then I could use the
same approach, but I would have needed 14 outbound RJ45 jacks instead of 8, or some other
means of recombining the signals.
4.5 PCBs
I'm going to need to start using PCBs in order to make construction of additional Renard-HCs
faster and easier (especially for the pixel grids). I don't have PCB design skills, but I guess I
might give it a try unless someone else in the DIYC community could help with this.
Because a single-stage Renard-HC can be so small excluding the power supply (just a PIC and a
handful of resistors, transistors, etc), and because PCB manufacturing and shipping costs seem
to be based partially on board count as well as size, I'm thinking that a larger board with, say, 8
break-off (cut-off) sections might actually be the most economical approach. Each section would
be a 1-stage Renard-HC. Then if I wanted something like a 448 channel Renard-HC, I would use
the entire board as-is, or if I wanted several smaller 56 channel boards, I could just cut up the
larger board into individual pieces, or anything in between those 2 extremes.

P/S
clock

Mini-board #1 Mini-board #2 Mini-board #3 Mini-board #4

ZC

Mini-board #5 Mini-board #6 Mini-board #7 Mini-board #8

Figure 43. Sample multi-board PCB layout (8-up + extras)
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A long, narrow layout would seem to be the most convenient for a pixel grid, so the controllers
could be lined up along one edge. The 8-up layout shown above could accommodate this with a
single cut length-wise down the middle. The RJ45s would need to be along the outer edges, so
that either side-entry or top-entry RJ45 sockets could be used. Also, the signal bus arrangement
that I used on the stripboard prototypes seems to work well for chaining controllers together into
a larger system, so I guess the signal bus would run along the inner edges of the mini-boards. I
would like to make this pin-compatible with the 6-pin SIP on the FTDI TTL-232R cable (described
below), so that it can be used for power and serial I/O.
I think it's handy to have the option of populating a power supply (regulator + capacitors),
18MHz external clock, and/or ZC circuit right on the same board for times when I would like a
self-contained controller, but making it a break-off or optional section would allow the Renard-HC
to be used with or without these. The ZC portion could support either an H11AA1 or H11A1, so
that SSR doubling can be used if desired.
If the resistors and transistors were left off and jumpers installed instead, then I suppose this
board could be used for a regular Renard or Renard-HC, making it even more versatile. I think I
would also like to leave room for an 18-pin PIC, so that I can use the same PCBs with 16F688s or
16F689/690s after I get the firmware running on those.
4.6 “Micro-Renard”
Since I have been using a USB port to power my Renard controllers, I have an FTDI-based TTL232R cable that I can use to power the Renard, as well as send/receive serial data. In reading
more about the FT232R chip used in the cable, it supports a “bit bang” mode that allows the
serial I/O pins to be used for other purposes. This means that a Vixen plug-in could be written to
call FTDI's D2XX library, and then a chipiplexing circuit on the other end could be used to drive
SSRs. The spec sheet warns against time-critical applications due to the variable USB timing, so
I guess this would be limited to DC applications, rather than an AC application that required sync
with a ZC.
I'm using the cable version of the TTL-232R, which has a 6-pin SIP on the end and provides 4
data signals. A very small 12-channel Renard-HC could be formed with only 4 transistors and 4
resistors for the “controller”; the rest of the Renard circuit board would not be needed. The
chipiplexing transistors and resistors could even be added directly to an SSR board, and then it
could be connected directly to the TTL-232R cable with no controller in between.
There are also FT232R-based mini-PCB boards that expose 8 or 12 lines, which would be more
suitable since that would allow 56 or more channels to be controlled directly from the USB circuit
with no explicit controller board. I may give this a try some time when I run out of other projects.
☺
5 More Information
In keeping with the DIYC info-sharing philosophy, I will be posting the source code for the plug-in
and firmware that I used. Although the source code has gone through one season of live usage, I
did some “clean up” work on it after that, so I probably introduced some bugs during the cleanup
process. Please keep this in mind if you will be trying out this software. Also please feel free to
ask questions or for clarifications on the info in this article; there was a lot of info to cover and I
probably skipped over or incorrectly stated parts of it.
For questions, comments, or suggestions for improvement, please send an email to
techguy@eShepherdsOfLight.com or just use the DIYC forum if it is info that might be of interest
to other DIYC forum members.
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How I did: High Channel Count Renard
eShepherdsOfLight.com
Release File Package and License
As supporting documentation for this project, I am or will be providing the following files:
• Renard-HC.pdf = this documentation
• Renard-HC-vixen.zip = Output plug-ins for Vixen 2.1 and 2.5
• Renard-HC-hex.zip = Firmware (currently only for the PIC16F688; maybe others later)
• Renard-HC-src.zip = Source code for the Renard-HC Vixen plug-ins and firmware
• Renard-HC-pcb.zip = ExpressPCB schematics and stripboard layouts (hopefully to be
replaced by a real PCB some day)
These files are being released on a non-commercial, “share alike” basis. That is, you are allowed
to use them for personal, non-commercial purposes, but if you make any bug fixes, changes,
extensions or adaptations I ask that you share the new source code and documentation with the
DIYC community (and with me ☺).
More precisely,
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0
Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-ncsa/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco,
California, 94105, USA.
Revision History
Revision

Date

Description

1.0

02/11/10

Finally got this written up!

Interesting Background Info
There is too much info to list it all, but here are a few selected references that were helpful or
related to the information in this document:
Interesting info from DIYC forum threads:
• http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=6287
• http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=6346
• http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=6853
• http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=6798
• http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=5456
• http://www.doityourselfchristmas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=3176
EDN article on chipiplexing:
• http://www.edn.com/article/CA6615603.html
Description of charlieplexing:
• http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/chapter%201.pdf
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlieplexing
FTDI bit banging:
•
http://hackaday.com/2009/09/22/introduction-to-ftdi-bitbang-mode/
Putty download:
•
http://www.putty.org,
(eof)
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